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ABSTRACT
Cloud storage services are widely getting acceptance
and gaining popularity, since it is used mostly by
companies and students in Malaysian higher learning
institutions. While cloud storage services got popular
within last two years, most of the people are still
trying to adapt to this new technology and some
people still does not fully understand what cloud
storage services are. In this paper, the authors present
the results and an analysis of survey conducted on
the awareness and concerns of Malaysians about
cloud storage services, and its forensics and security
issues. Questionnaires were administered to two
hundred fifty users of cloud storage in Malaysia and
fifty to the public to get the responses of people,
especially student concerning about the cloud storage
services. The responses from participants revealed
valuable information about the public awareness and
knowledge on cloud services. Relevant areas that
required improvements are also investigated and
discussed in this paper.

KEYWORDS
Cloud Computing, Cloud Forensics, Cloud Security,
Forensics Awareness

1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud storage services are increasingly used by
various types of ordinary consumers and
professional businesses, as well as government
departments and organizations that might store
large amount of data, such as educational
institutions [1]. The new trend in storing data is
to use cloud storage, due to its convenience and
accessibility, anytime, and anywhere [2]. There
are still many problems and concerns for cloud
storages [3]. For example, if the security of the
cloud storage system has compromised, can
cloud storage administrators or investigation
officers view users’ confidential data and what

would be the best way to prevent that from
view? A survey has been conducted from the
users of cloud storage services and white-collar
users from the Information Technology and
business based industries to explore these
concerns. The study involves data collection
among students in several universities in
Malaysia using questionnaires. The authors
believe this research would help investigators,
examiners and developers or forensic
investigation companies who are interested in
developing forensics tools, countermeasures, and
techniques to develop their knowledge and skills
of investigations based on the public
consciousness of cloud storage in Malaysia.
2 LITERITURE REVIEW
Cloud storage forensic research is considered as
a new research area and hot topic in information
technology [4] [5]. As people are trying to adapt
to this new technology and service, most of
people are also trying to gain more information
and knowledge on what this new technology can
offer [6]. Furthermore, as more people use the
cloud storage services, the more dangerous
issues and challenges it will present for security
and forensic investigators [7]. This is because
cloud storage services are open to anyone who
has access to the Internet. Users such as hackers
are also welcome to use the services to conduct
any crime activities [8] [9]. The group of hackers
will find any of the systems vulnerabilities and
conduct the hacking activities. For example, the
incident about Apple in year of 2014, around 26
various celebrities’ naked photo had been taken
by the group of hackers [10]. Furthermore,
Cloud computing is computing based on the
internet. Last 10-20 years, people would run
applications or programs from software
downloaded on a physical computer or place
1
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servers inside their organizations. However,
nowadays, cloud computing technology allows
users to access to the same kinds of programs
and platform through the internet [11].

process in order to complete the comparison of
cloud storage computing at the end of the
project.
2.2 Introduction to Cloud Computing

2.1 Introduction to the “Cloud”
Before the discussion forensic starts with the
cloud computing, the researcher would like to
talk about what is this “cloud” that most of the
people keep talking or the topic that everyone
chatting about. So, the researcher found that the
best way to discuss and understand the “Cloud”
is to go back to 5 years or even 10 years ago,
record back the day that how you stored all of
your data, your music, your photos and your
files. All of us have been through that period, it
used to be the period that all of us stored our
personal data on a physical piece of hardware
like hard disk, pen drive, or CD or even stored
on a floppy disk in 1990s year.
Furthermore, in the most basic terms to define
“Cloud”, it refers to the internet at all times.
Some of the cloud engineers might shout at
those people for being that basic, but the fact is
that internet connection is a must for cloud
services to work [12]. Therefore, someone will
say, “I stored my data in the Cloud”, it means
they have stored their data on an internet service.
For example, email services are definitely
provided through internet and in “The Cloud”.
Moreover, another good definition of “Cloud” is
you might be listening to music on a music
service provider like Spotify or you might be
looking photo on Facebook and watching movie
on Netflix. If you are doing any activities that
the research mentioned, the music, movies, and
photos are not on your personal computer, it is
all in somewhere else and that place is called
“The Cloud”.
On the other hand, of course at the moment
“cloud” is not that really simple and easy term
anymore. The term “Cloud” or cloud computing
are referring to an application or a service
provider that is hosted by a company or run
through internet servers [13]. In addition,
Google, Apple, Facebook and Yahoo have their
own servers or server farms. For example, in
North Carolina, Apple even built a huge server
farm for his own cloud service- iCloud [14]. In
this paper, the researcher adopts the definition of
cloud computing and discuss the digital forensic

Cloud computing is transforming the way
information technology is managed and
consumed, improvements in cost efficiencies,
accelerated technology and innovation, and the
ability to scope applications on demand [15].
Cloud computing is a model for an on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources and it can minimize
management efforts or interaction of service
provider [16]. For example, servers, networks,
storage, services and applications carrying
conveniently and rapidly provisioned. In a very
simple definition for cloud computing, it is a
combination of technology, which present a
platform to provide hosting and storage services
through the internet [17]. Furthermore, cloud
computing is referring the high-end of
information technology for society, so the main
objectives for cloud computing is to produce and
offer a standard service, with low cost ondemand computing infrastructure by providing a
satisfactory resource, quality and stability of
service levels [18]. At this moment, there are
many companies who provide offering and
developing cloud computing services and
products but they are lack in considered the
accessing and storing data in a shared and
virtualized environment properly. Thus, most of
the expert cloud-based application developers
are struggling to include security due to the
current affordable technology capabilities which
cause trouble to the cloud computing providers
because they should make sure their service is
safe enough from all of the external threats [19].
On the other hand, the benefits of cloud
computing are tremendous and one of the
strongest and important benefit is the cloud
computing users do not need to purchase the
resources from a third party vendor, instead,
they can just use the resources which exist in the
market and just pay for it as a service thus help
the customers to reduce money and time
consumed.
Furthermore, not obvious when the word of
“cloud computing” was first created in the
market. For example, several experts and people
2
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proposed that “cloud computing” term was
properly stated and introduced by Eric Schmidt,
the Chief Executive of Google Company in 2016
[20]. In addition, according to Kaufman in 2009
has suggested the term of “cloud computing”
was originated from the telecommunications
environment in 1990s, when everyone and
included the providers has begun to use virtual
private network (VPN) services for data
communication [21].
Adoption of cloud
computing has been a marked increase recent
years [22]. There was a research which
sponsored by The Microsoft forecasted the
“Cloud IT services” spent on public in 2011 year
was twenty-eight billion USD compared with
more than one trillion seven hundred billion
USD in an entire spending on IT services and
products. Hence, this shows that it slowly
transforming IT provides economic value to
most of the countries, town, small business, big
business, and industries [22]. The importance of
cloud storage services is that they are becoming
prevalent choices for public and society to store
data that is accessible via a range of devices such
as smartphones, personal computers (PC),
laptops, and tables. Additionally, a lot of cloud
storage practitioners do provide the services to
the public and these companies also offer free
capacity of cloud storage services, the cloud
storage service practitioners are Google Drive,
Microsoft- SkyDrive and Dropbox [23].
2.3 Cloud Computing Security and Issues
The security and privacy issues will always be a
topic of concern. In 21st century, all of us are
living in an increasingly interconnected
environment, from social-network to personal
banking and to government infrastructure, and
protecting the networks are no longer optional
for consideration [24]. There are multiple
security issues for cloud computing as it
surrounds a lot of technologies including
operating systems, virtualization, database,
transaction management and the most important
technology at the moment- network [25]. Hence,
cloud computing contains security issues for
most of these applicable technologies and
systems [26]. For example, network that
interconnects the systems in the cloud must be
secured enough in order to avoid security and
privacy issues happen in those systems or

mapping the physical machines to the virtual
machines have to be carried out securely [27].
On the other hand, data stored in the cloud
computing is very important as data protection
involving data encryption as well as assuring
suitable policies are implement or data sharing
of enforcement [28]. You might be wondering
what data is or why it is very important. Data is
a collection of facts and information that have
been translated, gathered, and collected for some
purpose usually for analysis [29]. Additionally,
it can be any character including pictures, charts,
sound and video and number and text [30]. Thus,
why data is so important? This is because data
includes your personal data, transaction data, or
business data (customer data) which must be
kept secret and cannot be revealed to
unauthorized person [30]. No matter what kind
of data it is, all of the data needs to be processed,
collected, generated and someone has to usually
be a data scientist. In the 21st century, data
scientists are the most sought after positions.
According to ex-exec at Google, Google claimed
that data scientist is the “sexiest job of the 21st
century” [31]. In addition, another example for
important of data is according to Minister of
Higher Education Malaysia indicate that will
have 12,000 Big Data scientists are needed
within the next five years to spur and drive
Malaysia’s data –driven economy. So, this
shows that how important the data is and how
important the data scientists play the role in 21st
century.
For security purpose, the cryptographic
encryption mechanisms are definitely the best
choices because hard-core manufacturers are
now shipping self-encryption transmission and
built encryption hardware into drive and offering
automated encryption with performance
collision [32]. Thus, encryption key is hardly to
steal and it is very hard or nearly impossible for
anyone even hackers themselves to decrypted
the encrypted key [33]. Furthermore, the best
choice of encryption for protecting data. The
integrity
and
authentication
protection
mechanisms will ensure that the data only goes
wherever customers want and it will not have
transit modifying [34]. In addition, user
authentication is the priority and basis for access
control. In the cloud computing environment all
of the data are accessible to everyone through
the internet, the access control and
3
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authentication are very important than ever since
the cloud [35]. Therefore, having a strong
authentication is mandatory and compulsory
requirements for any cloud computing
development.
In cloud computing, legal, regulation, privacy
issues are extremely important. It is very
important to know and verify on cloud service
provider’s legal, regulation and how well they
protect and address the privacy issues [36].
Every customer must have its knowledge’s
experts to examine cloud service provider’s
practices and policies to ensure their sufficiency
[37]. Most of the customer would like to choose
a trusted platform and trusted cloud storage
service because module access techniques play a
very important part as a key task in set a limit to
those sensitive and critical data in the areas of
data retention and deletion. Therefore, just like
what the researcher has mentioned early [38].
The cloud computing services are not fully
protected, fully trusted and guarantee nothing
will happen from being hacked. Customers need
to have part of expecting the unexpected when
they store their important data like photos or
documentary in the cloud storage services, plan
for the possibility of cloud provider’s protection
might been hacked or data might have been
breached to the society or sometime by users
themselves in misbehaviour for using a cloud
storage services [39]. For example, in 2014 year,
which was two years ago from now [40]. A
collection of almost 500 private photos of
various celebrities (mostly female celebrity with
contain nudity) have been obtained through a
break of Apple’s cloud storage service- iCloud
[41]. Even though Apple provides the best cloud
storage service (iCloud) but a group of hackers
still successfully hacked and accessed to user
account by taking advantage of a security issue
in the iCloud API, which allowed hackers to
make unlimited attempts and overture at
guessing victims’ passwords [42].

2.4 Security Issues
Does the scenery of threats to privacy and
security transform as organizations distract to
cloud based systems, application, service, and
storage? The new vectors are being introduced
and old ones still be applied in the new methods

[43]. It is important to admit that many of the
cloud architectures can reduce and deny some of
the current security and threat issues before
categorizing the new threats [44].
A standardized interface can make the security
management easier; many parties can generate
more information for better security threat
monitoring and evaluation [45]. For example, if
data are still kept in the cloud, a loss of pilfer
laptops or smartphones are much less likely to
put sensitive, important, confidential and
personal information at risk because a cloud
storage service needs password to do the future
actions. Therefore, some IT professionals with
limited security experience and some of the user
also very lack in security knowledge [46].
Hence, a good centralized security management
and monitoring can be more effective for them
because if they lack in security knowledge, they
still believe in centralized and standardized
cloud storage [46].
Furthermore, the mechanism of control can be
attacked, breaking down isolation itself between
users and allowing another user to access
resources and data potentially when the network
resources are being built on platforms, interfaces
and systems that will share with others, another
set of threat vectors are introduced in the
meantime [47]. In addition, sometime the cloudshared architecture also puts a cloud service user
at the risk from other cloud user if users
themselves with their bad behaviour draw
attention from either bad media publicity or law
enforcement [48]. Moreover, in a traditional
architecture, personal computers inside the
organizations may be at risk of compromises
throughout a host of attack vectors utilizing
some local applications such as documents
viewers or internet browsers [49]. Some of the
hackers can compromise credentials to gain and
get access to the user’s cloud computer (cloud
storage service) privileges and permissions even
though the less data has been stored locally [43].
A compromise to the whole Gmail’s database
might just begin with a compromised personal
computer [49]. One of the examples, an attack
has happened in year 2009 on the management
team of Twitter Company. A compromised
email password led to expose of a huge range of
other very important data in other infrastructures
of cloud [50]. Thus, sharing the tokens of

4
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authentication can lead to fragile or brittle the
wall of defences.
Even without the benefits and advantages of
cloud computing, the organization still must be
careful to the important data (safeguard data) of
the company as the data move around in the
organization [50]. If an organization do not clean
and delete the unnecessary data properly, the
risk leaking privacy and sensitive data to outside
will happen. Therefore, when depending to
cloud storage service to handle data tasks and
adequate security management practices must be
priority and apposite care must be arranged such
as encryption data and suitable deletion for some
unnecessary things [51].
2.5 Type of Threats in Cloud Computing
The security issues and threats challenges are
confronting by the group of organization who
are hoping to use cloud storage services are not
basically different from those subordinate on
their home based managed enterprises [38].
Furthermore, the threats to information assets in
the cloud be changed just based on the cloud
delivery models that used by group of cloud user
organizations. Few types of security threats as
vulnerable facing to the cloud computing. In
table 2, it provides a general picture of the
security threats for cloud computing users and
been
categorized
according
to
the
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA)
security model and their relationship to each of
the cloud service delivery model [36].
2.6 Type of Attackers/Hackers in Cloud
Computing
The attackers can be divided into two groups of
people that in each of the cloud computing
service delivery models’ threats result. In table
3, type of attackers for internal and external will
be discussed [43].
Even though attackers from internal and external
able to define and differentiate clearly. The
ability had to execute or hack successful attacks

based on difference between them as thereat to
customer (user) and vendors same [52].
Furthermore, in the cloud computing world,
hackers can be categorized in four types:
random, weak, strong and substantial [53].
Every category is based on the capability to
instigate or abet a successful attack rather than
the type of threat they have presented.
 Random- The very general type of
attacker that utilizing the simple and
techniques tools. The attacker just scanned
thought the internet randomly in order to
search some vulnerable components, which
can be hacked. Additionally, the attacker will
deploy well known tools and techniques that
can be detected easily.
 Weak- Attacker with a semi-skilled are
targeting specific server and cloud
computing providers by customizing existing
public available techniques and tools or on
specific targets. The semi-skilled attacker
attempt to customize their attackers using
available exploit and utilize tools and
techniques.
 Strong- The skillful group of attackers,
which might be a well organized crime
group specializing in large and huge scope
attacks. They will an internal and external
hierarchy specializing on targeting particular
or specific systems and applications and also
the users of the cloud computing service.
 Substantial- The very strong group of
attackers, they are requiring greater
intelligence and skilful of knowledge on
attacks and specialist resources in response
to detection of an incident or security. A
powerful attacker will not easily be detected
by any parties or even by the organizations
that they conducting the attack.

5
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Table 1: The Security Threats for Cloud Computing [36]
Threat

Description

Confidentiality
Insider user threats:

Malicious cloud service provider user

Malicious cloud service customer user

Malicious cloud service third party user
(Support the could service provider or customer’s
organizations)
External attacker/hacker threats:

Social engineering of cloud computing
provider users and cloud storage users

Remote software attack of cloud systems or
applications

Remote software attack of cloud
infrastructure

Remote hardware attack against the cloud
computing.
Leakage of Data

Security failure to access right across
multiple domains

Electronic failure and physical transport
systems for cloud computing backup and data

The insider’s user threats are to access user data held within the cloud storage is
bigger as every of the models delivery which able to introduce the demands for
many internal users as below:
SaaS- cloud storage user and administration pf provider.
PaaS- testing environment management and applications or systems developers
IaaS- Third party platform consultations.
The threat from external hackers just like attackers to any system. It perception to
apply more to public internet face cloud computing. However, cloud storage where
user endpoints can be targeted and all of the cloud delivery models are affected by
external hackers especially in private cloud storage. Furthermore, cloud computing
practitioners with huge data places that preserve details of credit card, confidential
information, personal and privacy information or sensitive government policies or
intellectual property will be leaded to attacks from groups. They will have major
resources in order attempting or trying to retrieve and hack data. Hacking attack
are also includes the threat of hardware and software attack, social engineering and
supply chain attacks by expert professional specialized hackers (attackers).
This is a threat from wide-ranging or extensive data leakage amongst others like
potentially rival organizations also using the same cloud computing storage
provider, which can be easily caused by human error, or incomplete hardware that
will lead to data information compromise.

Integrity
Segregation of Data:

Security perimeters were defined
incorrectly.

Configuration of virtual machines (VM) and
hypervisors are incorrect.
User access:

Poor access and identity management
processes.

Quality of data:

Introduction of malfunction or incomplete
application or infrastructure components.

If resources of systems are effectively segregated SaaS as cloud hosting
environment configured to share computing resource could provide a threat against
data integrity.

Implementation of poor access control processes creates a lot of threat
opportunities. For example, a disaffected or disgruntled ex-employee of cloud
provider company maintains remote access to organization administration
customer cloud services and can lead to international damage to their data
resources.
The threat of collision quality of data is increased as cloud storage providers host
much kind of customer’s data. The faulty, malfunction or incomplete component
required by other cloud users can become potentially collision the data integrity for
other cloud storage users that sharing the infrastructure.

Availability
Change management:

Penetration of user testing will impact other
cloud storage users.

The changes of infrastructure on cloud
service provider, user/customer and third party
systems will collision cloud computing users.
Denial of service threat:

Distributed of service for network
bandwidth.

Denial of service for network DNS.

Denial of service for data and applications.

There is a threat that could change cloud computing introduce negative effects
since the cloud computing provider increasing the responsibility for change
management for all of the cloud delivery models.

The threat for denial of service will against the available cloud computing
resources that are generally a threat comes from external to against public cloud
services. Therefore, that can also impact all of the cloud service models as internal
and external threat agents can be introduced hardware or application components
that happen a denial of service.

6
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Table 2: Internal Attackers and External Attackers [43]
Attackers from
internal

Attackers from
external

Characteristics for an internal attacker/hacker:
 The person is the cloud service practitioners, customer (user) or other provider from third party employee
that performs their skill to support and manage the operation of a cloud services.
 Has the authorized to access to cloud computing services, supporting and managing infrastructure and
systems or customer data. However, the legal authorized must be followed on their organizational rules and
regulations.
 Using privileges or permission to gain more support or access third parties in executing attack against the
privacy confidentiality integrity or the data (information) in the cloud service
Characteristics for an external attacker/hacker:
 The person is not the cloud service provider, customer (user), other third party provider employee, or being
employed by any parties that performs their skill to support and manage the operation of a cloud services.
 Has no the authorized to access to cloud computing services, supporting and managing infrastructure and
applications or customer data.
 Expert to take advantages in operational, technical, procedures and social engineering vulnerabilities to
attack a cloud computing service provider, customer (user) or third parties that support and manage organization
to gain more access to spread attacks against the CIA which are confidentiality integrity and availability of data
information among the cloud service.

3 AIM of the RESEARCH
The main aim of this research is to analyse and
identify the level of awareness of cloud storage
services among the normal users, as well as
users from the white-collar organizations in
Malaysia. This is to present awareness of
Malaysians in cloud storage services that needs
further understanding of security issues
surrounding cloud storage and suggest
improvements for people who are using these
services. In order to achieve the aim of this
research, the information was gathered by using
a set of questionnaires, which are given to the
respondents directly and with the aim of the
questions being clearly stated.
4 DATA COLLECTION
Data were collected for this research using
questionnaire, sent to respondents directly to get
the most relevant and helpful information.
Questionnaire also can bring many benefits such
as receive public view, comments, thoughts, and
opinions in very efficient way. In this study, the
questionnaire has been produced using Google
Form, as researchers found that most of the
people would like to use this template to reply to
survey because it is very easy to accomplish.
Ten questions were developed by the researchers
and divided into three segments: cloud
computing, cloud forensics and cloud storage
security and future expectations in cloud storage.
However, the questions were developed and

created to get important information in order to
achieve the aim of this paper.
5 SAMPLING METHODS
Stratified sampling is employed to target
populations in Malaysia. This method enables
the division of targeted population into
important different categories. However, this
research mainly focused on the cloud storage
forensic and security users. In addition, the
researchers worked out the proportions needed
for the sample to be the representative of this
study. They also identified the different types of
users as the target population. Therefore, the
researchers divided the relative percentages of
each group from the survey to make the results
more accurate. The differentiation of major
education background for cloud storage services’
users will have the different point of view of
cloud storage forensic and security issues. This
is the target population from a total of two
hundred fifty users of cloud storage services in
this study on the acceptance by the respondents,
Information Technology: 55 students, Forensic
and Security Computing: 75 students, Software
Engineering:
40
students,
Business
Administration:
40
students,
Mobile
Technology: 20 and others: 20 students. In
addition, fifty white collar from industry
respondents are also participated in this research.
Therefore, a total of three hundred cloud storage
services’ users were participated in this research.
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6 FINDINGS and ANALYSIS
This section will focus on the findings and
analysis of data, which are collected by the
authors via questionnaire. In addition, the data
for this research will be presented and analysed
using diagrams and figures.
6.1 Demographic Distribution of Respondents
The distribution of respondents in the study is
shown in the Figure 1. It demonstrates the
education background of respondents as
following: Information Technology students:
18%, Forensic and Security Computing students:
25%, Software Engineering students: 13%,
business administration students: 13%, Mobile
Technology students 7% and others- 7%. In
addition, 17% of the respondents are whitecollar
workers
from
the
Information
Technology, security, and business industries.

Education Background

18%

17%
7%
7%

25%

13%
13%

Information Technology
Forensic and Security Computing
Software Engineering
Business Administration
Mobile Technology
Others
White Collar from Industry
Figure 1: Education Background

6.2 Respondents Perception of Cloud
Computing in Malaysia
In this question, the researchers surveyed
respondents
on
the
perception
and
understandings of cloud computing as a trend in
Malaysia. The questions were designed using a
five Likert scale, which are strongly agree,
agree, neutral, disagree and strongly disagree.
6.2.1 Cloud Computing as a Trend

The purpose of this question is to analyse
respondent’s thought for cloud computing at the
moment as the cloud computing technology is
growing fast. Figure 2 demonstrates the
responses’ thought of cloud computing as a
trend at the moment in Malaysia. 300
respondents answered the question, the majority
of respondents (75%) were strongly agree and
agree that cloud computing at the moment in
Malaysia is “a part of the evolving and growing
process since the early years of computing”.
20% of respondents strongly agree or agree that
cloud computing is a trend to “compromising
security and reducing cost”. Only 5% of
participants strongly agree and agree that cloud
computing is just a “result of the recession for
reducing information technology cost”. So,
according to the result, the researchers would
able to know that the cost reduction is not the
priority drive for cloud adoption. According to
the result, 75% of respondents believe that the
cloud computing is an evolving and evolution
process of computing. As the very basic
knowledge of Information Technology, IT
growing and changing quickly, because the
environment has changed [54]. For example, a
sales person must be carrying as many
documents as he can, to meet the customers 20
years ago. However, today he just need a tablet
or a smartphone to go through all of the
necessary documents and those documents are
stored in cloud storage. IT has become the
priority for everyone nowadays and it is also
changing the life style of human beings [55].
This is what 75% of participants’ thoughts of
cloud computing as it may change the way
people storing the data.
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Cloud Computing as a Trend

20%
5%
75%

Result of the recession for reducing information technology cost
Compromising security and reducing cost
A part of the evolving and growing process since the early years
of computing

Figure 2: Cloud Computing as a Trend

6.3 Cloud Storage Service’s Security
At the moment, most of the information
technology users do not concern about the new
technology that is being introduced to the
market, but the users are concerning about the
security of the technology [56]. According to
Figure 3, 77% of the respondents are not
interested in keeping their confidential data and
private information in the cloud storage services,
because not enough confident that any actions
from the security department can be taken after
the incident. Therefore, the majority of
respondents believe cloud storage is not enough
safe to store their personal information there.
Only 23% of respondents do not fear to place
their personal belongings like photos and videos
in cloud storage, and agree that cloud storage
services are secure places to preserve their
private data. On the other hand, even though
Malaysia has no serious security breach issues,
like data breach or photos breach from the cloud
storage services [57], but, the majority of the
cloud storages’ users do not trust the cloud
storages and do not keep their personal
information and documents there, instead store
their significant data in their personal hard disks
or pen-drive and keep it all the time with them.
Furthermore, the minority of 23% of participants
believe in cloud storage services’ providers are
able to provide a secure place for users to store
their personal documents and have a secure
backup plan, if the data breach issues occur. It

can be sue to this fact that they believe cloud
storage services’ providers who are offering the
service and working in the market must be
enough secure, rather than offering an unsecure
service to the market as it may get court by some
users if security breach incident happens or at
least lose their customers, easily.
6.4 Cloud Forensics’ Challenges
Participants responded on the challenges for
cloud storage forensics in Malaysia and the
results are shown in Figure 4. As it is shown in
the figure, more than one answer was acceptable
in this question and the values are in percentage.
The results show that the respondents take it
very serious, as Malaysia is not a developed
country such as Singapore [58]. So, in order to
become a developed country, Malaysia not only
need to focus on the industrialization, but also
the country needs more efforts in information
technology industry as it is also a part of the
developments, as well [59].
Cloud Storage Service's Security

23%
77%

Yes, it is safe and secure
No, it is not secure

Figure 3: Cloud Storage Service’s Security

Furthermore, from the analysis of results, it is
clearly shown that 95% of respondents believe
that it is very significant challenge that due to
some regulations, which limited the power of the
related departments of Malaysia, has tagged with
“limited skill set from the investigator or the
authorization power for investigator is being
limited”. In addition, 78% of cloud storage users
agree it is very significant that investigators have
9
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lack of jurisdiction when a crime incident
happens. Besides that, 86% of participants agree
it is very significant that there is a lack of
forensic experts in Malaysia and also 75%
believe the lack of experiences is very

significant issue in Malaysia. It means that if any
crimes related to the cloud storage happens in
Malaysia, forensics experts will not able to
investigate the issue.

2
3

Limited skill set from the investigator or the authorization
power for invetigatot is being limited

7

Lack of jurisdiction for cloud storage forensic

15

78

2
10

Lack of international collaboration for exchange and data
access authorization
Dependencies of cloud storage provider for investigation
external chain
Lack of law/regulatory and advisory of law when
necessary

88
30

10
5

Lack of experiences

10

Lack of forensic expertise

60
15

80

15
75
14

0

Neutral

95

Significant

10

86
20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Very Significant

Figure 4: Cloud Forensics’ Challenges

The results have shown that the respondents are
no sufficiently confident or believe the forensics
experts in Malaysia can investigate and
overcome any incident, if occurs. A majority of
80% feel lacking in laws and regulations when
advisory needed. Thus, this is not a healthy
thought for Malaysian who believes the
Malaysia enforce department will not able to
take any actions against the crime. Besides that,
some of the respondents believe the recent cases
happening in Malaysia are the reasons causing
the society feel not confident for the
investigation.
7 CLOUD STORAGE SERVICES
DEVELOPMENT in MALAYSIA NEXT 10
YEARS
In the Figure 5, the speculation from 76% of the
participants was agreed that the cloud storage
services would be more efficient and using by
most of the population in Malaysia. This is
because the world has improving especially the
information technology is growing speedy and
Malaysia will have no choice to follow the
world’s footstep. However, 24% of the
participants are disagree and believe that cloud

storage services in Malaysia will not be efficient
in next 10 years as Malaysia, and is facing
obstructions from many aspects [60].
Furthermore, the authors got some thoughts and
comments from the 76% of respondents. They
believe the Information Technology will change
the culture of Malaysians living style for using
any technology products in the future. For
example, people nowadays are able to sign any
documents using an electronic signature
documents rather than get a physical signature
documents, like 20 years ago. On the other hand,
a group of 24% of respondents believe that the
governments’ policies may stop and drag the
growing processes or might be an obstruction
for Malaysia to achieve the Vision 2020, which
has been introduced by the fourth prime minister
of Malaysia, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad. In
addition, according to H.S. Borji, Malaysia is
not considered as a developed country, because
the level of industrialization and overall standard
of life style are not on par with the most well
known developed countries in the world, such as
the United States of America, United Kingdom,
Singapore, Australia, and Russia. Therefore,
Malaysia still have to do more with the country
development, and one of the priority
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development process can absolutely be the
Information Technology development.
Cloud Storage Service in Malaysia
next 10 years

24%

Technology is one of the main concerns. This is
because, the IT can improve different aspects of
developments in a country. For example, the
demand of the IT is getting wide and huge as the
market shaped by the modern technologies.
Consumers are tending to search information
about products through IT platforms like
Alibaba or other online purchase websites.
9 FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

76%

Yes, it will be used by most of the people shortly
No, it will not be famous as it is.

Figure 5: Cloud Storage in Malaysia next 10

years

8 CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of results in this study has shown a
very low level of awareness for cloud storage
services amongst the Malaysians, at the moment.
It could be from many aspects of view, culture
of Malaysia or government’s policies.
Furthermore, the cloud forensics raise
significant challenges of cloud storage forensics
and those challenges are not ignorable by the
related departments such as police, forensic
investigation departments, and cloud computing
experts. Hence, that is an urgent need in the
establishment of cloud storage forensics abilities
and performance, which included a set of
procedures for conducting an investigation.
However, cloud storage services are bringing
some new opportunities to the society, as people
will change the way they are living and get
things done efficiency and faster. Lastly, a
preparation for Malaysia to control and
supervise the internet must be considered, as so
far no serious cloud storage services’ crime has
been happened or reported, in Malaysia. This
might be the thing that caused the lack of
experienced investigator. Thus, the society and
the related departments will get panicky if it
happens. Furthermore, to become a developed
country, improving and increase Information

This study has shown high satisfaction and
responses in most of the items in the
questionnaires. Through this research, the
authors are able to know the level of awareness
for the Malaysians about cloud storage services
in this country. Furthermore, even though the
level of awareness is very low and it should be a
“wake up call” for Malaysians to know that this
is not just a trend for Information Technology,
but it is also a service that users should know
and be aware of its hidden security issues. This
study was successful to test and get to know
about the awareness of the cloud storage
services’ users. The authors believe that this
research would help the relevant organizations
and government departments to spread
awareness through information sharing on cloud
storage for users to be prudent on what data they
should and what data they should not be
uploading to the cloud storage. Besides that,
system developers are encouraging to develop
more forensics and security tools for the
investigators when they really needed for
investigations purpose.
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Abstract— Nowadays, Internet is the main standard for
communication which is being used by quantity of users
through the world. At the same time, its profitable nature is
producing increasing exposure to heighten cyber-attacks and
there has been a massive escalation in the amount of DDOS
(distributed denial of service attack) especially the HTTP
Flood attacks on web application servers over the years.
Network assets such as web servers, ftp servers, email servers,
network bandwidth and network assets are frequently the
targets of DoS attacks. In this research we focus on the HTTP
Flood DoS attack, its characteristics, and the propose approach
to mitigate by creating a model which we used in analysing
http packets and we came up with appropriate results.

computer process which is motivated by business espionage,
monetary achievement or political aims [4].
A Denial of service attack is an attack by which a malicious
persons targets to interrupt a systems server operation via
wide collection of various attack routes like the TCP, or
HTTP attacks. Denial of service attacks is among the
highest security threats affecting web application. Attack
orchestrated by one system is called denial-of-service while
attack orchestrated by many attacking machine, it is referred
to as distributed denial-of-service [5].
In this research we center our focus on HTTP-Flood DoS
attack type, its characteristics, how it carried out and the
approach to mitigate in order to decrease its effects.

Keywords - DDOS attack; Mitigation.

A. WHAT IS A DOS/DDOS ATTACK?
In this attack, the target system is bombard with a gigantic
quantity requests (or data) thereby draining the targets
process resource and denying authentic users from normal
operations. Basically, in Denial of Service attack an attacker
employ just one system resources in performing denial of
service of its targets, in a purpose to prevent it from working
normally [6]. Large web servers have high capacity to
prevent the Denial of Service attack from one system.
Nevertheless, the attackers frequently carry out distributed
denial of service attacks, which use many systems for
amplified success [7]. Therefore special defences are
essential to notice and counter such massive attacks [8].
Furthermore, attackers often control the attacking system
illegally by infecting large amount of systems via the
internet using malicious software in an aim to have illegal
access to the systems [9]. A group of thousands of hacked
systems acting as a mass with the control of one attacker can
be referred to as a botnet. Most time the real owners of
machines which are among the botnet mass are ignorant of
the fact of their systems are being used to coordinate
distributed denial of service attacks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet was created to ensure stress-free distribution of
data between various connected system and networks
nevertheless, it was created not knowing the security flaws
present in it [1]. For example, digital viruses and related
threats has been present ever since the internet was created.
In the year 1988, when the internet was created (formerly
called ARPANET) it consisted sixty thousand systems
linked together and a malicious program called Morris
Worm was created by attackers which made over ten per
cent of those systems to breakdown by consuming their
processing bandwidth [2]. Having this known, a lot of
organizations still do not take proper measures to protect
their infrastructures. However, with more than one billion
users today, the Internet has become a channel for persons
and companies towards frequently accessing information,
perform tasks and services such as banking, online
shopping, and social media therefore making the Internet
vital area for business operation where a lot of revenue are
generated [3]. One of the shortcomings of the internet is
exposure to denial of service for users by attackers. An
attacker would either steal data or attempt to end regular
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B. THE BOTNET
The attackers succeeds to build large collection of systems
(called zombies) having control over them, there are two
ways to hijack control over peoples system, is either by
indirectly planting malware to hack the systems of ignorant
users or by soliciting for volunteers accepting to use Denial
of Service software.
Taking about the former instance, attackers will invent or
buy from numerous secretive cybercrime forums experts on
malicious software; they then distribute them to a lot of
weak systems available. The numbers of users tricked into
activating such software will repeatedly deactivate their
antivirus program, which makes it easy to create an entrance
point. By this the infected system can get commands from
the attacker to send a massive distributed denial of service
requests to the targets. In summary all the attacker do is to
send instructions to its collection of infected systems telling
them the exact targets to send their malicious requests.

46 % at the network. The rates keep increasing daily with
attackers using more than 5 various vectors in just one
campaign [2].

In this aspect in which various systems are willingly acting
in agreement, the hackers supporting an attack will
broadcasts their intents on social media website or an
Internet Relay chat network, containing full information of
how the attack would be coordinated in order to solicits for
volunteers [2].
Figure 2: Statistics Showing Recent DDoS Attack
Percentage
Note Attacks does not consume network bandwidth only,
nevertheless in certain cases s application process
bandwidth as well. Therefore denial of service and
distributed denial of service attack can be categorizing into
several kinds depending on the unique features that may
possess. In nut shell, the categories of attacks comprise
those that consumes network bandwidth, those that
consumes server, and those that consumes application
bandwidth. But our main focus is those that consume
application bandwidth. Specifically that of HTTP Flood
attack [10].

Figure 1: How a Botnet Operates
C. THE TYPES OF DDOS ATTACK
Note that, attackers never take the threat of missing their
objects whenever they have dedicated to it; they always
adjust their attack vectors so they can attempt to dodge
Defense procedures that are available. Most recent attacks
usually use numerous vectors in just one attack campaign,
aiming various organisations cyber infrastructures. Recent
statistics shows that 56% of cyber-attacks were directed at
applications with HTTP protocol having the highest (21%);

1) ATTACKS THAT CONSUMES NETWORK
BANDWIDTH
The attack that consumes network bandwidth tries to drain
the whole of the victim network resource using an enormous
volume of malicious packets to flood the corporation’s
network links. Such an attack is referred to as network
floods. In this saturating attack, the attacker sends command
to huge amount of voluntary or compromised computers
that send a gigantic numbers of requests to the victim’s site,
crushing down the network. Though packets of this attack
could appear genuine in lesser quantities but in large
quantities they are extremely harmful. Genuine user
attempting to access the network would find very difficult.
Examples of these attacks are UDP Flood, ICMP Flood, and
IGMP Flood [10].
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2) ATTACKS
THAT
BANDWIDTH

CONSUMES

SERVER

attacks but they can only prevents or be blocked on these
different layers of OSI model aside from the seventh layer.

These Attacks tends to drain server bandwidth so as to
disrupt a server’s operation power, possibly triggering a
service denial situation. In this category the attacker take
advantage of the present vulnerability on the victim’s server
or flaws in the seating protocols in an aim to cause the
victims server to become busy settling malicious requests
which leads to it not having resources to respond to
legitimate ones. Common examples of these kinds of attacks
are TCP/IP SYN flood attack, TCP/IP RST attack, Low and
Slow attack, Sockstress attack, SSL-Based attacks

Presently it has been observed that in the actual world that
this attack is not mitigated appropriately. Of most of them is
as a results of the security settings flaw of the devices while
some is because of no security device. Employing security
measures at different level of data which data passes
through would be a lasting solution to this type of attack.

3) ATTACKS THAT CONSUMES APPLICATION
BANDWIDTHS

The web service is what makes the web application tool to
function that is, without the web service; the web
application cannot be accessed. So before an attack is called
hypertext transfer protocol flood, the Transport Control
Protocol packet which transfers http request data must have
been interpreted by the web service. The flood attack begins
starts at the web service and its backend set-ups or assets.
Therefore any flood attacks that did not make it to the web
service level, is nothing but a Transport Control Protocol
denial of service attack that consumes the network
bandwidth.

In recent years, Denial of Service attacks that attacks
application bandwidth keeps growing enormously. It is
extensively employed by a lot of attackers [11]. The
Hypertext Transfer Protocol is the most common protocol
attacked (and other application protocols).

a) HTTP FLOOD
In recent years, the Hype Text Transfer Protocol flood is the
most widespread application layer distributed denial of
service attack.
The HTTP flood attack is principally the most common
non-vulnerability attack disturbing web servers today which
is actually difficult for security parameter devices to
differentiate authentic hypertext transfer protocol traffic and
malicious ones [12]. For this reason, it is required to use a
number of security parameters. Denial of Service attack on
web services are called Hyper Text Transfer Protocol flood.
Typically, in this type of attacks, mischievous attacker sends
a huge amount of requests to the victim’s server
spontaneously. Meanwhile this attack requests have genuine
formats making it difficult for other security device like
intrusion prevention system to identify them.
Therefore, since this protocol functions at the seventh layer
of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) Model, then only
security parameters like Firewalls, IDS/IPS can inspect and
analyse or examine the packets.
The security parameters that do not function at the seventh
layer have no capability to inspect and analyse this flood

Now, this is where the seventh layer phase protection
becomes essential because application seventh layer
solution operates in the application it is defending.

II.

RELATED WORK

Different models, algorithm, methods and techniques have
been proposed and used by authors to detect HTTP flood
attacks at the application layer.
[13] The Chi- square method uses the distribution of
comparison measurements of HTTP packets size values.
The rule here is that the expected rate of packets in a sample
has possible value of at least seven. This is done by creating
a set of range of the possible values. In the Chi-square
method an attack is identified if it has an unusual high chi
square statistics.
Firstly, the problem of this method is in the assignment of
values to the different ranges which normally changes at
each new chi square computation. Secondly, this method
can lead to many false-positives.
[14] propose three ideas which causes a blockage at the
website phase to counter the “HTTP” flood attacks, the
fundamental concept are (1) Detect Internet Protocol (IP)
address of malicious requests using a standard rule (2) inorder to lessen attack effects, reply the malicious requests
with a little resource reply like an empty page or Page not
found) (3) Dis-allow malicious IP addresses through other
security parameters at the other mitigation phases like
Firewall, web-server and services. The first could have an
issue as some legitimate IP addresses may have a slightly
abnormal formats and when blocked would lead to a lot of
False-Positives.
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A different mitigation method against application-layer
phase denial of service attacks is called the CAPTCHA; this
approach is in form of task response test used in figuring if a
request and reply is made by a real person and not by a
robot [15].
An operator must effectively answer a CAPTCHA text inorder to creating a connection with the host system.
Nevertheless, this approach takes the resulting setbacks.
Firstly, patience of the users as numerous information has
shown that these quizzes irritate the users because they often
not user-friendly [16]. Because a lot of users have low
endurance to answer the CAPTCHA quiz and also wait for
reply therefore a system which uses the CAPTCHA possibly
will chase away genuine users. Secondly, cracking
procedures: nowadays, several techniques have been
invented to crackdown this approach [17]. Thirdly
Uncertain implementation meaning that certain CAPTCHA
security systems can be dodged without using Opticalcharacter-recognition basically by reusing the session
Identification of a famous images of CAPTCHA. Fourthly,
the Labour attack which some information specifies that
there are free or low-cost third-party human labour to crack
CAPTCHAs. As a results of the setbacks which we
estimated for the CAPTCHA methods, scholars have make
an effort to resolve application phase layer DDoS attack
minus CAPTCHA [18].
[19] Recommends two basic approaches. Firstly, once there
exist attacks from hacked clients with bot then the server
would detect the surfing order of pages repetitively at the
server. Secondly, attackers surf a web page for a smaller
timing than regular users; in this manner if a user surfs a
web-page in less timing than the threshold timing then it is
identified as malicious one. The first approach will have an
as the attacker can make compromised systems to direct
requests for different pages. Also the second approach will
also have problems in which the attacker can surf a web
page for a lengthier time and exceeds the threshold.
[20] Categorizes attacking speed into two classes: probable
speed and no probable speed. Probable speed includes
constant rate, monotonically increasing rate and periodical
rate. However, Non-predictable rate has no classification.

pages using the hyperlink organization. In this case, the
entropy value of attackers and normal users locate in the
same range and the server cannot detect zombie machines.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. INTRODUCTION
This research is aim at developing a HTTP flood attack
mitigation approach using gateway inspection, and analysis
of packets at the application level of the open system
interconnection level. This research will study the
characteristics of packets that comes into the web
application and to differentiate between the normal packets,
the abnormal packets and the most dangerous packets
thereby creating a packets status indicator which gives the
range each categories of packets falls into ;also to create
suitable rule that prohibits the entrance of abnormal and
danger packets; design a structure that defines the path at
which every user requests must follow; to reduce the
amount of False-positives in the mitigation approach and
lastly, to use this approach to study the packets that goes
into the web application of other enterprise.
B. MITIGATION LEVEL AGAINST HTTP FLOOD
The key mitigation levels against the HTTP-flood attacks
are [14]:






Phase one is the Cloud Services Level (Internet
Service Provider)
Phase two is the Network level (web application
firewall)
Phase three is the Web Server Level (host Intrusion
Prevention System)
Phase four is the Web Service Level (Dynamic IP
Restrictions),
Phase five is the Web Application Level (DDoS
mitigation against HTTP Flood.

The writer further recommends the Pearson-correlation
coefficient theorem in order detect probable rates for the
three classes. However, this has no fulfilment once the
attackers direct requests at different non predictable ranges.
[21] Suggests that regular users constantly access web pages
serially on the hyperlinks arrangements, whereas most
attackers always would not follow this organization and
access different web pages using their links directly. So, the
authors distinguish attackers over the entropy-test.
Although, the first assumption is true, but the second
assumption which is the base of the procedure is not always
true. Therefore we identify that an attacker can effortlessly
build a tool and ask compromised systems to visit web

Figure 3: Mitigation phases against HTTP-flood
Attack.
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C. CHARACTERISTICS
CREATING RULES

OF

PACKETS

FOR

The first step to take to achieve the appropriate rule base
against HTTP flood attacks is the defining of normal traffic.
You can know normal traffic by studying or analysing
different traffic that enters your network on normal
situations and getting the average appearance of them.
The normal network traffic values on the web application
are given below:
•
Maximum request count from a single IP address:
five requests per second,
•
The time between the closest two requests from
one IP address is 0.2 seconds.
Note: The above normal network values will be our standard
values for creating our rule.

Therefore;
For all Fmax ≤ 25 byte/seconds, Raise no alarm that is
consider traffic legitimate and grant access to request.
4) ABNORMAL PACKETS
For all 25 ˂ F ˂50 byte/seconds, Raise alarm and redirect
traffic for further analysis.
5) DANGER PACKETS
For Fmax ≥ 50 byte/seconds terminate connection and raise
alarm for intense analysis.
In summary;
Packets =

These are the standard traffic values for forming a rule
against the HTTP-flood attacks.
The dangerous point for the web application phase HTTP
flood attack mitigation is the false positives. To avoid false
positives, the detection rules must be properly defined and
be confirmed with the real world traffic usage scenarios.
Also a good understanding for the rule creation concept is
highly suggested.
D. MATHEMATICAL MODELS
1) PARAMETER DEFINITION
 Flood Rate (Maximum) = Fmax (byte/sec)
 Number of Request per second from an IP Address
= X (byte)
 Time Taken between two closest request = t
(second) set to be 0.2seconds.
2) MODEL EQUATION

6) PACKET STATUS INDICATOR
The packet status indicator show the three categories every
packets that makes a requests can fall into. The first
category is the “Legitimate” packets; the second category is
“Attention” packets while the third category is the “D
anger” packets.

For every IP request (no of requests (X)) at time (t) in
seconds, the Maximum Http flood is defined as:

3) LEGITIMATE PACKETS
A model of “No Alarm State” that is Legitimate Traffic
given that:

Figure 4 Packet indicators.
E. MITIGATION FLOW-CHART
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G. ANALYSIS OF PACKETS THAT FALLS IN LEVEL 2
AND LEVEL 3 (SECOND CHANCE APPROACH)
This approach will further help reduce False-positives as
some legitimate packets might have characteristics of an
abnormal traffic.
Firstly, any packets from an IP address that falls in level two
is linked to another web application to respond to the
request having raise an alarm to the administrator(s) to
analyse the health of that application. The health of this
special application is measured according to the resource or
bandwidth spent (from 0 to 100%).
If the health of the web application goes above the 50% it
clearly states the packets is a HTTP flood packets, therefore
any request from such IP address should be terminated.
Secondly, information of such packets should be recorded in
database for future prohibition.

Figure 5: Flow Chart illustrating the inspection/Analysis
Process
F. MITIGATION STEPS
 Enter Packets
 Inspection of the packets
 Does the packet meet the pre-defined
rules?
 If yes, then respond to request
 If No, then what range on the packets
category value does the packets fits?
 Does it fall between 51 and above (that is
50 ˂ Fmax≥ infinity) if Yes then
Terminate IP address OR Does the packet
falls between the value of 26 and 50 (that
is 25˂ Fmax≤ 50) then send the suspicious
packet to a different web application and
raise an alarm to the administrator to
observe the behaviour effect of the
packets on the special web application
 Is the suspicious packets consuming
above 50% of the system resource?
 If yes then terminate the IP addresses
sending such packets and if not then
continue to respond to requests.

Thirdly, any packets that falls in level 3 is terminated
immediately as it signals “Danger” and every data (that is,
the number of packets per seconds, the time between two
closets packets and type of requests) is recorded in the
database.

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. PACKETS ANALYSIS
We were able to gather and analyse the HTTP packets of
different IP address on the internet accessing a web site and
we were able to categorize the packets into the legitimate
packets, the abnormal packets and the danger packets using
our standard rule base model. We got our packets capture
from http://chrissanders.org/packet-captures/
Also in order to analyse the abnormal packets we used cloud
shark on line tool to further analyse suspicious (remember
no packets is tagged malicious until they portrays the
characteristics of a malicious packets). We checked the rate
of the packets (increase with time) and the size of the
packets. The following is our findings from the analysis;
B.

POSSIBLE TABLE FOR FINDINGS USING OUR
MODEL

For time t = 0.2 seconds and a rate of 5 packets per seconds
the following was collected
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Table 4.1 Showing Information of Packets
Time

Address

Request/s

Action

0.071616

172.16.0.122

3

41.8

Abnormal

0.219233

172.16.0.122

5

22.8

Legitimate

0.358288

172.16.0.122

7

19.2

Legitimate

0.391966

205.234.218.129

6

15.3

Legitimate

0.413159

205.234.218.129

2

4.8

Legitimate

0.479647

68.71.208.11

5

10.4

Legitimate

0.590030

172.16.0.122

8

13.5

Legitimate

0.358303

172.16.0.122

4

11.2

Legitimate

0.590044

172.16.0.122

5

8.5

Legitimate

0.390053

172.16.0.122

7

17.9

Legitimate

0.590061

172.16.0.122

10

16.9

Legitimate

0.140994

199.181.132.250

8

56.7

Danger

From the table above we were able to study the packets and
using our standard rule to identify the legitimate packets and
the abnormal packets. The colour of each cell indicates the
status of the packets from the IP addresses.
C.
ANALYSIS OF “172.16.0.122” PACKETS THAT
FALLS IN LEVEL 2 (SECOND CHANCE APPROACH
From the table above, the IP address “172.16.0.122” has
abnormal characteristics because it violates our rule
standard (that is Fmax is 48.1), so since it falls within the
range of “25 ˂ F ˂50” according to our “Abnormal Packets
model” we therefore proceed for further analysis.

Figure 6: Showing the gradual change of the flood rate of a
172.16.0.122.
From Figure 6 above we noticed from analysis that with
time, the time between closest packets from the same IP
address “172.16.0.122” reduced with time subsequently.
D.
POSSIBLE TABLE FOR FINDINGS USING CHISQUARE MODEL
Table 4.2 Showing Findings Using Chi- Square Model
Time

Address

Request/s

2

X

Action

0.071616

172.16.0.122

3

5.30

Legitimate

0.219233

172.16.0.122

5

0.80

Legitimate

0.358288

172.16.0.122

7

0.00

Legitimate

0.391966

205.234.218.129

6

0.20

Legitimate

0.413159

205.234.218.129

2

12.5

Legitimate

0.479647

68.71.208.11

5

0.80

Legitimate

0.590030

172.16.0.122

8

0.13

Legitimate

0.358303

172.16.0.122

4

2.25

Legitimate

0.590044

172.16.0.122

5

0.8

Legitimate

0.390053

172.16.0.122

7

0.00

Legitimate

0.590061

172.16.0.122

10

0.30

Legitimate

0.140994

199.181.132.250

8

0.13

Legitimate
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rule that determines which packets is allowed entrance to
the either of both web applications depending on the
category which an incoming packets fits in-terms of their
values. With this we were able to reduce false-positives. To
wrap things up we tested this approach using real life
scenarios.
B. RECOMMENDATION
Considering all that has been researched, I would like to
emphasize that the adoption of this new mitigation approach
will not be regretted as it would rather be a help to reduce
the HTTP flood attack to a minimal level. Also this
approach can be automated and embedded with a web
applications system.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past two decades, information and
communication technology (ICT) have gained
enormous effect on social-business life more than
ever. ICT has become increasingly important not
only for life but also national security.
Interoperability among ICTs is also a vital topic to
support national security. The term “interoperability”
covers a nation’s information telecommunication
networks, critical infrastructures, intelligence and
military systems which are all vulnerable to growing
number of cyber-attacks from inside and outside. The
purpose of this study is to examine and statistically
analyze the importance of interoperability applying
cost, cyber espionage (CE), cyber warfare (CW),
hacktivism (HA) and cyber-crime (CC) criteria based
on available information about cyber-attacks to
governmental organizations or critical infrastructure.
For this goal, obtained dataset from opensource has
been analyzed. Firstly, Shapiro-Wilk and AndersonDarling is applied for checking normality of the data.
After this, a regression model is developed to see the
relation between cost and cyber-attacks types. The
results have shown that cyber-attacks affect
interoperability environment and cause losing great
financial resources. Thus, not only governments but
also business world should pay more attention to
develop advanced security integration models.

KEYWORDS
Information and communication technology (ICT),
Cyber-attacks, Statistics, Interoperability

1 INTRODUCTION
Today many information security experts
approve information security (or cyber security)
as a matter of global interest and importance for
organizations,
firms
and
governments.
According to Klimburg [1], more than fifty
states have officially published cyber security

strategy document outlining
position to cyberspace events.

their

official

The main purpose of information security is to
assure business continuity and minimize possible
damage by determining some technical issues for
information systems [2]. Another researcher,
Whitman
(and
Mattord),
characterize
information security as the process of
information protect and vital information
systems with the hardware [3]. Basically, ICT
security handles with the protection of the whole
technology-based systems on which data is
commonly stored and/or transmitted in an
organization or firm. Information security is
sometimes used instead of cyber security
because many cyber security researchers use it
interchangeably with the term information
security [4].
Availability, integrity, and confidentiality are
key definitions for cyber security. Information
experts usually explain the vulnerability of cyber
systems against to viruses, denial-of-service
attacks, worms, malware and errors made by
users [5], [6]. According to the latest reports;
total number, type and sophistication cyber
security threats level to information systems are
boosting. Motivations of these attacks are varied,
but attackers deploy malicious activities even if
they do not think the information held on the
target systems is valuable [7], [8].
Recent studies have indicated that the number of
cyber attackers and related to these total attacks
are being increased [9]. This circumstance forces
organizations and states to take more
comprehensive security measures in terms of
interoperability. It is believed, the globalization
and gaining complexity of today’s networks
have made it nearly unable to cope with cyber
threats for any organization [10], [11].
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Interoperability is a term that defines the ability
of a computer system to run different software
from varied vendors and to collaborate with
other information systems across local or widearea networks even physical architecture and
operating systems are not similar [12]. In
another definition, interoperability policy defines
the term as the ability for governments or
organizations (NATO, EU etc.) to work together
efficiently and effectively to obtain determined
targets [13].
In order to control cyber-attacks for a better and
manageable
interoperability,
governmental
organizations should collaborate with each other.
This proposed study presents a short statistical
analysis on cyber security that cyber-attacks are
a crucial issue for cyber defense.
2 INCREASING THREATS FOR ICT
SYSTEMS: CYBER-ATTACKS
It is claimed that cyber-attacks are the greatest
new threats in today’s information world. This
truth is a reality for not only the great break that
cyber-attacks can affect whole society but also
the number of different issues that is involved in
this world [14]. This is obviously a modern
global threat for any state and a policy should be
developed for it. For instance, "Aurora" codenamed attacks in 2010; the "Conficker" called
worms; Stuxnet worm aiming a nuclear program,
and many new cyber-attack methods are all new
kind of threats for the global world [15], [16].
Organizations must take precautions to cyberthreats, inaction cannot be possible.
In this paper, four main cyber-attack types: cyber
espionage (CE), cyber warfare (CW), hacktivism
(HA) and cyber-crime (CC) have been evaluated
using best-known data science software R. These
are explained briefly in the following sentences:
Cyber espionage: Cyber espionage expresses
the stealing secret information that digitally
formatted from computers and IT networks. For
instance, “Analysis of the Gauss” has designed
to collect information and sends to its owners
[17].
Cyber warfare: Cyber warfare defines internetbased attacks to networks and information

systems. Its main aim is to paralyze official
websites and networks, disable social services,
banking, transportation or irrigation systems
[18].
Hacktivism: Hacktivism is the act of hacking a
website or computer network. Hacktivist tries to
declare a political or social message applying
hactivism [19].
Cybercrime: It is a crime type executed by
computers. This crime may be done by different
cyber-attack tools as hacking, phishing,
spamming, etc. [19].
3 INTEROPERABILITY
The latest conflicts around the world exposed the
need for compatible equipment, standard defense
terminology and well-established combat
procedures to ensure interoperability between the
services in the military [20]. Most of the defense
experts have same idea that new defense
technologies have caused in increasingly
dynamic, unpredictable and complex operations
in this new era. In this environment, military
decision makers from different forces have to
filter and analyze information from multiple
sources [21], [22]. Beside decision-making,
problem-solving and sense-making are more
composite and more crucial in today's’
battlefield [20]. Know-how and expertise are
also significant issues in a military
organization’s ability to achieve knowledge
management in a combat environment. Thus,
interoperability appeared as a fundamental
principle of the joint operation of army, navy,
and airforce [23]. Australian Defense Force
authorities
define
interoperability
as:
“established system capabilities, units or forces
to supply and accept services from different
arrangements, divisions or forces and to use the
services so exchanged to enable them to operate
capably” [24]. In this perspective, any of military
units should have the capability to operate at
every point of the world with the ability of
“interoperability for joint and coalition
operations”.
Electromagnetic Spectrum Operations: Netcentric warfare is a part of interoperability and
uses electromagnetic spectrum [25], [26].
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Electromagnetic spectrum operations (EMSO)
allow necessary resource for the implementation
of the wireless technology (Fig.1). From this
context, understanding the operational process in
planning, managing, and executing is vital for all
combat functions [27]. Todays’ some cyberattacks aim to obtain secret military information,
to damage command control systems or to take
control of some combat system secretly.
Operation commander should be aware of
possible dangers for EMSO during operation
planning.

effects of cyber-attacks and to model possible
cost of it using regression analysis in R.
R Software: R is a data analysis software
usually applied for statistical applications and
obtaining detailed graphics of data which is
created by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman
[30]. R is not only a statistical software but also
conceived as a derivative language of S [31]. R
has GNU General Public License and distributed
freely. R development core team (consisted of
several statisticians) is responsible for
development and distribution of R. Researchers
can find different R forms that run under Linux,
Unix, Windows and Mac [32].
We evaluated four cyber-attack types related
with interoperability. These are code execution
(CEX), Denial of Service (DoS), gain privilege
(GP) and cross-site scripting (XSS) (Table 1).
Table 1: Evaluated cyber-attack types

Legend
EA – Electronic attack
IA - Information Assurance
IDM - Information Dissemination Management
EP - Electronic Protect
IFF - Identification Friend & Foe
EMSO - Electro Magnetic Spectrum Operation
ES - Electronic Support
UGS - Unmanned Ground System
EW Electromagnetic Warfare
OPS - Operations
Comm - Communication
UAS - Unmanned Aircraft System
Figure. 1. Electromagnetic spectrum operations [27]

Cyber-attack type
Code execution(CEX)
DoS (Denial of Service)
Gain privilege (GP)
XSS (Cross-site
Scripting)

Evaluated for
Cyber espionage
Cyber warfare
Cyber-crime
Hacktivism

The data are derived from open sources as
shown in Fig.2 and Appendix B.

4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS on CYBERATTACKS
in
TERMS
of
INTEROPERABILITY
Computers play a significant role in not only for
business but also for interoperability of
governmental organizations [28], [29]. They are
responsible for the communication, control of
critical infrastructure and most of the military
technological systems. It is a known fact that
cyber-attacks
effect
the
stability
of
interoperability in today's world. In this study,
we applied a statistical analysis in order to see

Figure. 2. Evaluated cyber-attack types that affect
interoperability of governmental organizations (Source:
https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerabilities-by-types.php)

As can be seen Fig. 2., total DoS attacks between
years 1999-2017 is 19078, code execution is
25667, gain privilege is 4356 and XSS are
10718. Other detailed information about
information security threats can be seen in
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Appendix B which is real dataset obtained from
opensource.
4.1 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS of DATA
USING R
Normality test: We applied normality test for
the criteria CEX, DoS, GP, and XSS. One of the
most known normality test, The Shapiro-Wilk, is
used here for calculation procedure [33]. The
Shapiro-Wilk calculates a W statistic value that
tests if a given sample x1 , x2 ..., xn comes from a
normal distribution.
 n

  ai x(i) 

W  n i1
 ( xi  x )2

Basic statistical data (measure of central
tendency) of DoS criteria is given below
[summary(DoS)]. Minimum value of data is 177
DoS attacks that refer to the year 1999.
Maximum attacks have been done in 2016.
> summary(DoS)
Min. 1st Qu.
177.0
538.5

Median
1035.0

Mean 3rd Qu.
1004.1 1414.5

Max.
2029.0

Over the years, there is an absolute increase in
DoS attacks. The relationship between year and
DoS attacks figure (Fig.4) and R code is given
below.

2

(1)

i 1

In Eq.1, x(i) are the ordered sample values and ai
are the constants.

> library(ggplot2)
>p<-ggplot(cyberdf, aes(x=DoS, y=Year))
+
geom_point(shape=23,
color="red",
size=4)+geom_smooth(method=lm,
linetype="dashed",color="darkred",
fill="blue")
> p+theme_bw()
> p

R code for calculation, results, and data plot (see
Fig.3) are given below.
## Cyber attacks data transferred to R
environment as cyber. Appendix B data
is used here.
> library(readxl)
>cyber<- read_excel("file location”)
> View(cyber)
## Change format of our data cyber as
data.frame to cyberdf
> cyberdf<-data.frame(cyber)
> attach(cyberdf)
> head(cyberdf)
## Now we can make normality test for
DoS data.
>shapiro.test(DoS)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: DoS
W = 0.96971, p-value = 0.7707
> qqnorm(DoS); qqline(DoS)

Figure 4. Year-DoS relationship

Normality test for CEX is given below. W value
is 0.9529 and p-value is 0.4425 according to test
result.
> shapiro.test(Code.Execution)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: Code.Execution
W = 0.95293, p-value = 0.4425

Histogram is another way of getting information
about data. A histogram is a plot that lets
researchers discover, and present, the underlying
data frequency distribution. By this way,
someone can make a detailed (outliers,
skewness, etc) inspection of the data. Histogram
of CEX is shown below (Fig.5)
Figure 3. Normality plot of DoS
> hist(Code.Execution)
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W = 0.95298, p-value = 0.4434

Normality test performs a hypothesis test to
understand whether or not the observations
follow a normal distribution. In this test, the
hypotheses are;
H0: data follow is a normal distribution.
H1: data do not follow a normal distribution.

Figure 5. Histogram of CEX
> summary(Code.Execution)
Min. 1st Qu. Median
Mean 3rd Qu.
Max.
112.0
583.5 1457.0 1351.4 1767.0 2719.0

When we examine Fig.6, it can be seen that there
is decrease for CEX attacks in recent years. It is
possible to conclude from summary data above
that maximum value is not belongs to latest
years.

When we assume the significance level at 0.05
than we cannot reject the null hypothesis about
the normal distribution for DoS (pvalue=0.7707), CEX (p-value=0.4425) and XSS
(p-value=0.4434). Because p value is greater
than 0.05.
For GP criteria, we can conclude that GP data is
not normally distributed, because p-value=
0.0002168<0.05. We reject H0 and accept H1,
data do not follow a normal distribution. It is
possible to examine result graphically in Fig. 7.

Figure 6. Year-Code execution relationship

Figure 7. Normality plot of GP

Data summary and normality tests of GP and
XSS is given below.

Anderson-Darling test: It is possible to deploy
different tests in R environment in order to check
normality. Anderson-Darling (A-D) test is one of
the normality tests for testing normality of data.
The data from the A-D test gives us two results:
A and p-value. A value represents the result of
Anderson-Darling test statistic [34].

> summary(Gain.Privileges)
Min. 1st Qu.
103.0
184.5

Median
220.0

Mean 3rd Qu.
229.3
240.5

Max.
601.0

> summary(XSS)
Min. 1st Qu.
2.0
245.5

Median
605.0

Mean 3rd Qu.
564.1
796.5

Max.
1302.0

> shapiro.test(Gain.Privileges)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: Gain.Privileges
W = 0.74747, p-value = 0.0002168
> shapiro.test(XSS)
Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: XSS

The Anderson-Darling test is defined as:
H0: The data follow a specified distribution.
H1: The data do not follow the specified
distribution.
The Anderson-Darling test statistic is defined as
A2   N  S
where
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N

s
i 1

(2i  1)
[ln F (Yi )  ln(1  F(YN 1i ))]
N

(2)

Shapiro-Wilk test results inform us GP criteria is
not normally distributed. We deployed
Anderson-Darling (A-D) test to check normality
of GP.
A-D test result of GP criteria is given below.
While p-value(0.0004037)<0.05 we reject H0.
> ad.test(Gain.Privileges)
Anderson-Darling normality test
data: Gain.Privileges
A = 1.5337, p-value = 0.0004037

Other useful information (skewness, kurtosis
values, and probability plot-Fig.8) about GP
criteria is given below.
> library(moments)
> library(nortest)
> library(e1071)
> skewness(Gain.Privileges)
[1] 2.104374
> kurtosis(Gain.Privileges)
[1] 4.877096
>probplot(Gain.Privileges, qdist=qnorm)

x j ' s Y  0  1 x1  ...   k xk  

(3)

where regression coefficients  0 , 1 ,...,  k are.
The coefficient  0 explains the intercept of the
model and the coefficients  j ' s, j  1 to k shows
the slopes of the regressor. Each slope
coefficient  j measures the expected change in
Y per unit change in x j when the other regressors
are held constant [35], [36].
A regression analysis has been done to explain
the cost - cyber-attacks relationship. There is no
exact data related with cyber-attacks in literature.
Data taken from Ponemon Institute [37] is
simulated under R and used for regression
model. The following R code has been executed
in order to simulate cost of cyber-attacks.
## x values represents cost of cyberattacks
> x<-c(6459362,8389828,8933510)
> summary(x)
Min. 1st Qu. Median
Mean 3rd Qu.
Max.
6459362 7424595 8389828 7927567 8661669 8933510

> sd(x)
[1] 1300237
> cost <sd=1300237)

rnorm(n=19,

mean=7927567,

After simulation of “cost” values, regression
model “cybermodel”, is created under R.
>
cybermodel
<lm(Cost
~
Code.Execution + DoS + Gain.Privileges
+ XSS, data=cyberdf)

According to Eq.3 the relationship between Y
(cost) and criteria CEX, DoS, GP, XSS is given
below.
Figure 8. Probability plot of GP.

Regression analysis: A regression analysis has
been made in order to explain the simulated cost
of cyber-attacks types (CEX, DoS, GP, XSS) in
this study. Our aim is to indicate that cyber
security is a crucial issue and governmental
organizations may lose billions of dollars in
cyber incidents. Besides, this may cause a
dilemma in terms of interoperability. Regression
is a multiple linear model and explains the linear
relationship between the response variable (Y)
and k (>1) multiple regressors:

Cost = 5897807.68 + 21.93 x CEX +
2742.25 x DoS + -3520.15 x GP + -424.43
x XSS
## Researcher can see
its name in R console.
> cybermodel

model,

Call:
lm(formula = Cost ~ Code.Execution
Gain.Privileges +
XSS, data = cyberdf)
Coefficients:
(Intercept)
Gain.Privileges
5897807.68
-3520.15

Code.Execution
XSS
21.93
-424.43

writing

+

DoS

+

DoS
2742.25
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##
Summary
command
gives
result of proposed model
> summary(cybermodel)

detailed

Call:
lm(formula = Cost ~ Code.Execution + DoS +
Gain.Privileges +
XSS, data = cyberdf)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-577544 -318998

Median
25450

3Q
182129

Max
963906

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value
Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
5897807.68 264183.47 22.325
2.41e-12 ***
Code.Execution
21.93
336.80
0.065
0.9490
DoS
2742.25
439.52
6.239
2.17e-05 ***
Gain.Privileges
-3520.15
1827.69 -1.926
0.0747 .
XSS
-424.43
818.76 -0.518
0.6123
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05
‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 427800 on 14 degrees of
freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.8948, Adjusted R-squared:
0.8647
F-statistic: 29.77 on 4 and 14 DF, p-value:
1.036e-06

Interpretation of model
p-value: As can be seen in above results, the
relationship between the variables in the model
is statistically significant (p=1.036e-06<0.01).
Residual
Standard
Error(RSE):
RSE
represents the quality of a linear regression fit
[35]. In theory, every linear model is assumed to
contain an error “E” term. The RSE is the
average amount that the response will deviate
from the true regression line. In our model, the
yearly actual cyber-attack cost can deviate from
the true regression line by approximately 427800
USA dollars.
Multiple R-squared, Adjusted R-squared: We
use the R-squared statistic (R2) to measure how
well the model is fitting the data applied in the
model [35]. It is a measure of the linear
relationship between our predictor variable and
our response. It always gets a number between 0
and 1. If the result is near 0, it means that model

does not explain the variance in the response
variable well and if the result is close to 1 then it
explains the observed variance in the response
variable best.
In our proposed model, the result of R2 is
0.8948. It means 89% of the variance found in
the response variable (cost) can be explained by
the predictor variables (CEX, DoS, GP, XSS). R2
always increase as more variables are added to
the model.
Adjusted R2 is the preferred measure how well
model fit a curve or line. For a proposed
regression model; if a researcher adds more
useless variables, Adjusted R2 will decrease. The
numerical value of Adjusted R2 will increase by
adding more useful variables only. Another
important point, Adjusted R2 will always be less
than or equal to R2 [35].
Graphic output of model: R has great ability to
produce proposed model graphics natively.
Residuals vs Fitted plot checks non-linearity of
model [38]. If data has equally spread residuals
around a horizontal line without distinct patterns,
that means data has linear relationship. In our
model data has linear relationship. Normal Q-Q
plot depictures if residuals are normally
distributed. We can say that our data mostly
normal distributed. Scale-Location plot shows
residuals’ spread along the predictors. We see a
horizontal line with equally spread points in
Fig.9/Scale-Location which proves model health.
Residuals vs Leverage plot assists us to observe
influential cases in model.

Figure 9. Diagnostic plots of model

F-Statistic: Beside p-value, a researcher can
evaluate his model results using F-statistics. It is
a good indicator if there is a relationship
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between our variables [35]. If the F-statistic
value is far from 1, then model quality is better.
In our proposed model, the F-statistic is 29.77
which is relatively larger than 1.
The relationship between cyber-attacks costs and
types of cyber-attacks is depicted in Fig.10. If
the model fits the data well, this equation can be
used to predict cost for specific values of the X
variables, or find the settings for the X variables
that correspond to a desired value or range of
values for cost. It can be seen that cost increases
as number of attacks change for every criteria
(cost is given in USA dollars).
## R code of Fig.10
> library(ggplot2)
>
costvscyber
<ggplot(cyberdf,
aes(x=Cost))
+
geom_line(aes(y=Code.Execution,
color="Code.Execution"))
+
geom_line(aes(y=DoS,
color="DoS"))
+
geom_line(aes(y=Gain.Privileges,color="
Gain.Privileges"))
+
geom_line(aes(y=XSS,color="XSS"))
>costvscyber+theme(text=element_text(si
ze=16))

and business by driving economic growth,
connecting world and providing new ways to
communication. Rising of internet affected not
only millions of people but also governments,
social life, organizations and armies. However, a
new and important topic has appeared; cyber
security.
This paper presents a short numerical and
statistical analysis on cyber-attacks that affects
interoperability. The aim of this study is to make
curious cyber decision makers (both military and
civil) about main cyber-attack effects on
interoperability. For this purpose, a real and
simulated data (for cost criteria) has been used in
R for analyzing. A regression model has been
developed in order to see the interaction between
the cost and some well-known cyber-attacks.
According to the dataset, increasing cyber-attack
trend can be seen in 3-D criteria relationship
(Fig.11, Fig.12)
##R code of Fig.11
library(rgl)
x <- Cost
y <- Code.Execution
z <- DoS
plot3d(x=x, y=y, z=z, size = 4, type =
"s", col = "blue")

Figure 10. Relationship between cost and types of cyber
attacks.

Other useful output about model is given in
Appendix A with R code (model coefficients,
predicted values, anova table and information
about “covariance matrix for model parameters”)
5 CONCLUSION
As mentioned many experts, the internet and
digital technologies are converting people, states,

Figure 11. 3-D interact between Cost, CE and DoS
##R code of Fig.11
library(rgl)
x <- Cost
y <- Gain.Privileges
z <- XSS
plot3d(x=x, y=y, z=z, size = 4, type =
"s", col = "red")
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Figure 12. 3-D interact between Cost, GP and XSS.

The internet has increased number of computers
and
infrastructures
including
complex
interactions among cyber components. Cyberattacks affect interoperability environment and
this causes to lose great financial resources.
Governments have to develop advanced security
integration models. It is hoped that this study
might trigger national needs for a better cyber
security complexities involved in national
operating
system
for
interoperability
environment.
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APPENDIX A
Other useful information about model
> coefficients(cyber) # model coefficients
(Intercept)
5897807.68452

Code.Execution
21.93454

DoS Gain.Privileges
2742.25124
-3520.14668

XSS
-424.42941

> confint(cyber, level=0.95) # CIs for model parameters
2.5 %
97.5 %
(Intercept)
5331190.4845 6464424.8845
Code.Execution
-700.4295
744.2986
DoS
1799.5813
3684.9212
Gain.Privileges
-7440.1432
399.8499
XSS
-2180.4916
1331.6328

> fitted(cyber) # predicted values
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

6022219 6116131 6220169 6487441 6391394 6906573 7119926 7205964 7744689 7395747 7637783
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

7866310 8351998 8635720 8670656 9001376 9238231 9168905 8874203

> anova(cyber) # anova table
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: Cost
Df
Sum Sq
Code.Execution
1 5.6854e+12
DoS
1 1.5353e+13
Gain.Privileges 1 7.0221e+11
XSS
1 4.9176e+10
Residuals
14 2.5620e+12
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001

Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
5.6854e+12 31.0676 6.858e-05 ***
1.5353e+13 83.8962 2.740e-07 ***
7.0221e+11 3.8372
0.07035 .
4.9176e+10 0.2687
0.61229
1.8300e+11
‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

> vcov(cyber) # covariance matrix for model parameters
(Intercept) Code.Execution
DoS Gain.Privileges
XSS
(Intercept)
69792908373
-10002504.34 15670166.56
-223567111.2 -19716987.3
Code.Execution
-10002504
113434.20
48915.34
-239065.2
-243929.9
DoS
15670167
48915.34
193175.09
-675246.6
-214382.6
Gain.Privileges -223567111
-239065.21 -675246.59
3340436.1
813367.0
XSS
-19716987
-243929.95 -214382.59
813367.0
670365.4
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APPENDIX B
Information security report
(Source : https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerabilities-by-types.php, Acces time, May 2017)
Year

N of
Vulnerabilities DoS

Code
Execution

Overflow

1999

894

177

112

172

2000

1020

257

208

206

2001

1677

402

403

297

2002

2156

497

553

435

2003

1526

381

476

2004

2450

580

2005

4935

2006
2007

Memory
Corruption

Sql
Injection

Http
Response
Splitting

Directory
Traversal

XSS

Cost
Bypass
something

Gain
Gain
Information Privileges

CSRF

File
Inclusion

N of
exploits
2 5444675
5782803

2

7

25

16

103

2

4

20

48

19

139

7

34

123

83

36

220

2

41

200

103

127

74

199

370

2

49

129

60

1

61

69

144

614

410

3

148

291

110

12

145

96

134

5

38

838

1626

657

21

604

786

202

15

289

261

221

11

100

6610

893

2719

662

91

967

1302

322

8

267

267

184

18

849

6520

1100

2601

953

95

706

883

339

14

267

322

242

69

700

2008

5632

894

2310

699

128

1101

807

363

7

288

270

188

83

170

2009

5736

1035

2185

700

188

963

851

322

9

337

302

223

115

138

2010

4651

1102

1714

678

342

520

605

275

8

234

282

237

86

73

2011

4155

1221

1334

770

351

294

467

108

7

197

409

206

58

17

2012

5297

1425

1457

842

423

242

758

122

13

343

389

250

166

14

2013

5191

1454

1186

859

366

156

650

110

7

352

511

274

123

1

2014

7946

1597

1573

850

420

304

1105

204

12

457

2104

239

264

2

2015

6452

1792

1820

1078

749

213

758

146

12

577

748

367

245

5

2016

6435

2029

1494

1326

717

94

495

98

15

444

840

601

86

7

118 8933563
1 9390760

2017

5989

1404

1292

987

319

116

591

112

5

272

685

185

141

4

3 9838109

2
2

14
16

2 6244406
2 6785425
8 6965342
13 7032664
25 7306158
97 7313047
1251 7369950
1936 7573773
2108 7663233
1469 7904878
564 7957099
615 8252564
205 8388240
399 8908746

XSS: Cross-site Scripting
CSRF: Cross-Site Request Forgery
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ABSTRACT
RSA Crypto-Algorithm is well-known and widely
used public key cryptographic algorithm due to the
prominent level of proven security which depends
on the difficulty of large integer factorization
problem. RSA is heavily based on the modular
arithmetic of large integers and the whole RSA
includes three parts: key generation, encryption
and decryption process. In this paper, we propose
a software simulation version via Ms. C#
2013.NET of RSA cryptosystem and its internal
modules independently using efficient arithmetic
operations and robust number theories. The
simulation was tested for 32-bit encryption and
decryption keys. We observed that the message
that will be encrypted should be limited to the
range of the modulus. This implies that the range
should begin from zero to the modulus minus one.
The simulation showed a comparable delay results
for encryption/decryption process especially when
it configured with small message sizes 10-200 byte
at a time.
KEYWORDS

Public Key Cryptography; RSA Algorithm; Visual
Studio.NET, C#.NET 2013.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the enormous neoteric technological
revolution in telecommunication and data sharing
such as cloud computing and Internet of things
(IoT) has raised the demand for essential
infrastructure to develop secure communication
over insecure channels for different applications.
Wide range of solutions have been proposed and
investigated for the last couple of decades to
constructing and analyzing algorithms of secret

data sharing/storing by employing different
mathematical schemes along with computer
engineering techniques. The art of providing such
solutions is called cryptography. Cryptography [5]
provides different algorithms to prevent third
parties (or the public) from reading/accessing the
private messages communicated between two
trusted parties. Cryptography provides wide range
of services and applications [3] such as:
Identification, Key establishment, Secret sharing,
Electronic cash, Games [4], Certificates and
Authentication, Digital Signature, Quantum Key
Distribution and many others.
Classical cryptosystems are antique methods used
to secure data in the medieval period. Unluckily,
such kind of cryptography is too poor and simple
to be broken by attackers, especially using
computers. In contrast, it is such a terrific way to
understand the main idea of cryptosystems.
Therefore, more sophisticated methods were
designed to assure various levels of security, these
methods are categorized as: Symmetric Key
Cryptography
(SKC)
and
Public
Key
Cryptography (PKC). SKC algorithms use only
one private key shared between the sender and the
receiver while PKC algorithms use two keys, one
is kept private for the decryption operation, and
the other key is made public for all users.
Generally, PKC algorithms are very powerful and
secure, but they need high computational power
compared with symmetric key algorithms [6].
RSA Crypto Algorithm is well-known example of
PKC.
PKC is heavily based on digital arithmetic and
number theory algorithms. The digital arithmetic
[7] operations such additions, multiplications,
divisions and modular operations form the core
part of any processor or coprocessor design. On
the other hand, the number theory [5] was largely
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separated from other fields of Mathematics as it is
topically related to elementary arithmetic, except
that the concern now is with more advanced and
subtle aspects of the subject. It has rapidly grown
in recent years in practical importance through its
use in areas such as coding theory, cryptography
and statistical mechanics.
Such advanced
algorithms comprise of modular arithmetic,
modular exponentiation, prime number theory,
Chinese Reminder Theorem, and Fermat's Little
Theorem and Euler's Theorem. It has attracted
many of the most outstanding mathematicians in
history including Euclid, Diophantus, Fermat,
Legendre, Euler, Gauss, Dedekind, Jacobi,
Eisenstein, Sieve of Eratosthenes and Hilbert all
made immense contribution to its development.
Many of these number theory algorithms and
digital arithmetic operations are contribution as
building blocks of RSA cryptosystem.
In the last years, many hardware/software
solutions tried to address the efficient design
public key algorithms such as RSA. The most
commonly used solutions were the FPGA design
and synthesize such as [8] and the
microprogramming of Microcontroller chips such
as [9] as well as the high-level simulations. In this
paper, we propose a high-level simulation of 32bit RSA Crypto-algorithm using Microsoft visual
studio 2012. Net suite - C# language. In addition
to RSA encryption/decryption processes, the
simulator encompasses several tools many
arithmetic and number theory algorithms that are
commonly used in designing several PKC
algorithms.
The remaining of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 re-visited the theoretical topics
of RSA Cryptosystem and Section 3 provides the
simulation environment of the proposed system.
Section 4, system analysis and evaluation, contains
simulation outcomes and experimental results
together with the discussions which include
performance measures the proposed simulation for
different message sizes. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. RSA CRYPTOSYSTEM-REVISITED
RSA which stands for Rivest, Shamir, and
Adleman, the three scientists who defined the

algorithm, is public key crypto algorithm that its
strength based on the difficulty of integer
factorization. Being a PKC algorithm means that
everyone can encrypt a message, but only
authorized users can decipher the message.
2. 1 RSA Algorithm
RSA algorithm works as follows: Firstly, choose
two large distinct prime numbers (p) and (q). The
product of these numbers is assumed to be called
the modulus (n) which is the component of the
public key, but the number must be large enough
such that the numbers (p) and (q) cannot be
feasibly extracted to have a robust system. Then
generate the encryption key (e) which must be coprime to the Euler number 𝜑(𝑛) = (𝑝 − 1)×(𝑞 −
1). Then create the decryption key (d) such
that (𝑒×𝑑)𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝜑(𝑛) = 1. And, finally both of
public and private are known. The complete steps
of RSA Algorithm is given in figure 1.

Figure 1. Complete steps of RSA algorithm

2.2 Mathematical Proof of RSA Algorithm
RSA computations can be mathematically proofed
by forward substitution of the encryption process
of plaintext message M to get the ciphered
message C and then by backward substitution of
Ciphertext C to get back the plaintext message M
as shown in the figure 2 below.
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Figure 2. Proof of RSA algorithm

2.3 RSA Challenge
The idea of RSA challenges [5] has been set before
with lower-strength ciphers to encourage
researcher with computational number theory and
practical difficulty of factoring large integers. The
RSA challenges were held by the RSA
laboratories. They were concerned about factoring
enormous number keys. That is, the keys are the
product of two large prime numbers. However, the
historical challenges were ranging between 576
bits to 2048 bits as eight RSA challenge numbers.
They awarded a cash prize to the first person to
factor each challenge number. Prizes ranged from
$10,000 for the 576-bit challenge to $200,000 for
2048 bits. Previous RSA challenges have revealed
that the US-government backed DES (Data
Encryption Standard) was vulnerable to a brute
force attack that yielded the result of a 56-bit key
in a little over 22 hours [1].
2.4 RSA Factoring
Factoring a number means defining that number as
a product of prime numbers. Examples of prime

numbers are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, and 13. Those numbers
do not divide by any smaller number except 1. On
the other hand, a composite number can be written
as the product of smaller primes. Those are called
prime factors, also. For instance, the number 665 is
a product of the primes 5, 7, and 19. A number is
said to be factored when all its prime factors are
identified. The difficulty of factorization increases,
as the length of the number increases. Factoring
100-bit number is not difficult with advanced
algorithms. The first person to submit a correct
factorization for any of the challenge numbers was
eligible for a cash prize. Given the amount of
computation required for such a factorization, the
prizes were mainly symbolic. They served as a
small incentive for public demonstrations of
factoring on a large scale. In 2005, the largest
number of RSA to be factored was 640 bits. RSA2048 bit stands as the biggest number of RSA to be
factored. The GNFS [10] is one of the best
algorithms for factoring very large numbers. GNFS
consists of a sieving phase that searches for a fixed
set of prime numbers for candidates that have a
particular algebraic relationship, modulo the
number to be factored. This is followed by a
matrix solving phase that creates a large matrix
from the candidate values, and then solve it to
determine the factors.
2.5 Possible Attacks Of RSA
Reasonably, there is no system perfect, but there
are systems hard to be attacked. RSA is frequently
used in applications such as e-mail, e-banking,
remote login, etc., where security of digital data is
a primary concern. Over years, numerous attacks
on RSA illustrating RSA’s present and potential
vulnerability have brought our attention to the
security issues of RSA cryptosystem. Although
twenty years of research have led to several
fascinating attacks, none of them is devastating.
They mostly illustrate the dangers of improper use
of RSA. Indeed, securely implementing RSA is a
nontrivial task. However, these possible attacks
can be divided into four main disciplines that can
be depicted in the following figure (figure 3)
which summarizes the possible attacks on RSA as
reported in the literature [2].
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Figure 3. Possible Attacks on RSA

3. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The completed design of RSA is comprised of six
levels: random two prime numbers, parallel
multiplication of the prime numbers and their
decremented values, encryption key, decryption
key, encryption and decryption levels. In fact, the
implementation of RSA Cryptosystem is heavily
based on modular arithmetic and exponentiation
involving large prime numbers. This work
proposes a software simulation for RSA
Cryptosystem using MS. C#.Net 2013. The
simulation and testing was conducted using highperformance computing platform which has the
specifications shown in table 1.
Primarily, modular exponentiation with large
modulus is considered as the core operation of
RSA computation which is typically obtained by
carrying out repeated modular multiplications.
Unfortunately, this will consume extensively long3.1 Design Modules
The system design to be accomplished, it included
multistage phases of mathematical computations
using several arithmetic and number theory
algorithms are taken into consideration. As seen
from figure 4 below, the RSA Crypt-system passes
through the following stages:
1. Stage # 1: Plaintext message (M) Preparation.
The original message to be encrypted by the
RSA simulator can be easily entered by the

time delay. Consequently, the speed of the
cryptosystem will totally depend on the speed of
the modular multiplication as well as the number
of modular multiplication components. Therefore,
to increase the speed of the modular multiplication,
Interleaved Algorithm [11] was particularly chosen
as an efficient solution. Finally, this system can be
utilized for several security claims such as network
routers and security gateways using certain
protocols.
Table 1: High Performance Computer Specifications
4th generation Intel® Core™ i7 quadProcessor
core [3.4GHz,8MB Shared Cache]
Operating
Windows 8.1 64 bit
system
Memory
16GB DDR3 - 1600MHz
Hard drive
2TB 7200 RPM SATA
2GB AMD Radeon R7 240 [DVI,
Graphics
HDMI, & DVI to VGA]
Screen
23" LED Display

Keyboard and then the text is converted to
string of numbers using Extended ASCII
Coding tables [12].
2. Stage #2: Generating two large Primes (P, Q).
This process started by generate two large
numbers using Pseudo Random Number
Generation (PRNG) using Linear Feedback
Shift Registers (LFSRs) as in [13] and then
followed by primality testing module based on
Rabin Miller primality testing algorithm [14].
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3. Stage # 3: Arithmetic Multiplication. This
includes Modulus Generation by Multiplication
of two large primes (p, q) and Euler function
Generation by Multiplication of (p-1 and q-1).
We have used the sequential multiplication with
redundant carry save audition which is
considered as high-speed multiplier.
4. Stage # 4: Generation Public Encryption Key
(e). This is accomplished by choosing random
(e) using RNG between 2 and φ(𝑛) with the
condition of GCD (e, 𝜑(𝑛) ) to assure that e and
𝜑(𝑛) are relatively prime. We have used
Euclidean Algorithm [15] to compute the
greatest common devisor (GCD) between two
non-negative integers.
5. Stage # 5: Generation of Private Decryption
Key (d). This is accomplished by using
modular inverse operation and we have chosen

Extended Euclidean Algorithm which is wellknown extension of the Euclidean algorithm
[14] to find the modular multiplicative inverse
of two co-prime numbers.
6. Stage # 6: Encryption/ Decryption Stage. This is
the most expensive operation of RSA algorithm
and can be done by applying modular
exponentiation. Modular exponentiation is a
great technique to simplify modular arithmetic
calculation. Its function is to calculate the
modulus for very high-power exponents. In
fact, we selected Right to Left Interleaved
Modular Exponentiation Algorithm because it is
an efficient method to be implemented
practically, especially when the exponent
becomes very large [11]. Finally, the numbers
are converted back to text using the same ASCII
tables for number-to-text.

Figure 4. Complete process of RSA dataflow stages on both communication sides

3.2 RSA Arithmetic
As seen from previous sub-section, RSA
Arithmetic involves all the theorems and
algorithms used in designing the RSA components.
These include modular exponentiation, modular
multiplication, modular inverse, multiplier, adders,
primality testing, greatest common divider and
random number generator.
Starting with the modular exponentiation, the
Right to Left Modular Exponentiation Algorithm

principle is to take the exponent in binary radix
and starts from the least significant bit. Firstly, we
initiate a register C with the value one. After that,
if the corresponding bit of the exponent is ‘1’ then
we put in that register the modular multiplication
of the base by the register C. However, if the
corresponding bit of the exponent is ‘0’then the
register C remains the same. This will pass through
a loop with the length of the exponent iterations.
As it is clear from its name that it takes the bits of
the exponent from the right to the left. For each
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iteration, there should be an initiated register S and
calculate the modular multiplication of S2. Finally,
the output will be ready at the end of the loop at
register C.
Secondly, we used the Interleaved Algorithm as
the modular multiplication. At the beginning, we
initiate three registers P, I and J where P is set at
zero. This will pass through a loop with the length
of the first operand iterations. Then we put in
register P the multiplication of two by P. After
that, if the corresponding bit of the first operand is
‘1’ then we put in register I the second operand.
However, if the corresponding bit of the exponent
is ‘0’ then the register I remains the same. Then we
put in register P the addition I and P. After that, we
do two comparisons if the register P is greater than
the modulus then we put in register P the
subtraction of P minus the modulus. Finally, the
output will be ready at the end of the loop at
register P.
Third, we used the Extended Euclidean Algorithm
as the modular inverse. At the beginning, we
initiate three registers Q, T, B0, X1 and X0. If the
modulus is ‘1’ then the output is ‘1’. We put the
modulus in the register B0, zero in the register X0
and one in X1. After that, we do a loop until A
becomes greater 1. Inside the loop, we do the
following: we put in Q the division of a by B. The
modular of A and B in the register T. Then we put
T in A, X0 in T, X1 – Q * X0 in X0 and T in X1.
After finishing from the loop, we do a comparison
if the register X1 is less than 0 then we put B0 in
X1. Finally, the output will be register X1.
We used the Carry Save Adder based Carry Look
Ahead Adder. It is a parallel operation of full
adders. The number of full adders depends on the
operand’s length. So, each full adder can handle
one-bit addition. After that, the results of the full
adders should pass through carry look ahead adder
to find the result. We used the sequential multiplier
where it is based on the CSA. Here we used a shift
register for the second operand and a multiple
generator. The multiple generator is simply the
‘ANDing’ between the first operand the
corresponding bit of the second operand. Each
result of the multiple generator will be added in the
CSA with the previous carry and the previous
vector. We initiate the previous carry and the

previous vector as zeroes. Finally, the output will
be the addition of the previous carry and the
previous vector by the carry look-ahead adder.
We used Euclidean Algorithm to find the greatest
common divisor. Its principle can be done only by
performing the modular multiplication. We simply
do a loop until the second input becomes greater
zero. Inside the loop, we do the following: the
modular multiplication of the two inputs. Then we
put exchange the input registers. After that, we put
the reminder in the second input register. The
output will be ready after finishing the loop in the
first input register. Finally, we used the linear
Feedback Shift Register as the random number
generator. It is fast and so simply. Its operation lies
on the ‘XOR’ gate. It takes the last two bits and
pass them through the gate and the result is
inserted as input to the generator. In addition, the
linear Feedback Shift Register is initiated at one.
3.3 Overview Of MS-C# 2012.NET
C# [16] is a modern, general-purpose, objectoriented programming (OOP) language developed
by Microsoft and approved by ECMA and ISO.
OOP is an approach to software development in
which the structure of the software is based on
objects interacting with each other to accomplish a
task. This interaction takes the form of messages
passing back and forth between the objects. In
response to a message, an object can perform an
action. An object is a structure for incorporating
data and the procedures for working with that data.
For example, if you were interested in tracking
data associated with products in inventory, you
would create a product object that is responsible
for maintaining and working with the data
pertaining to the products.
C# is widely used professional language for
several reasons such that: Modern, general-purpose
programming
language,
Object
oriented,
Component oriented, Easy to learn, Structured
language, it produces efficient programs, it can be
compiled on a variety of computer platforms and
it’s a Part of .Net Framework. C# application types
include Windows Console applications, Windows
Forms applications, ASP.NET Web applications,
ASP.NET Web Service applications, Smart Device
applications, ActiveX applications, and setup and
deployment applications.
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4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
In this research, we provide a software
implementation for the RSA architecture given in
figure 4. There are many approaches and
programming languages that can be used for this

purpose. In this work, we have used the C#.NET
programing language (part of Visual Studio 2013
suite) due to its proven efficiency and ease of
interaction between objects [16]. The main
window of our simulator is shown in figure 5 (a).

Figure 5. (a) RSA Software Main Menu (b) All Program Components

Figure 6. Sample Simulation Runs
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Table 2: Time characteristic of encryption using C#.NET for 32-bit RSA

Size (Byte)
Time (ms)

12
1

27
2

51
8

The simulation program of 32-bit RSA has been
examined for different text message sizes as shown
in the table 2 along with figure 7. The simulation
runs showed that encryption/decryption of small
message sizes (10-200 bytes) has recorded a lowest
delay time with average delay time 10 – 170 ms.
Comparing these results with our similar design
using Arduino microcontroller in [9 will give
better delay times for small size messages as
Arduino based design relate between the message
size
and
the
required
time
for
encryption/decryption linearly due to the block
size of the encryption that used in this version.
However, for larger block sizes, FPGA design in
[8] is better option for hardware based RSA
coprocessor.

81
20

102
33

303
490
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ABSTRACT
Multimedia over the Internet of Things (IoT) is posing
challenges and opportunities for multimedia
transmission. An essential test for supporting
interactive multimedia applications in the Internet of
Things (IoT) is the bandwidth limitation available on
the internet. Bandwidth limitation and minimum
quality of multimedia over the internet, especially
video are the main challenges on Internet of
Multimedia Things (IoMT). This paper introduces a
solution to these problems. The main idea of proposed
method depends on changing the compression ratio
based on the available bandwidth of IoT.
The proposed method depends on the Compressed
Sensing (CS) technique. The proposed CS video
technique depends on monitoring the available
bandwidth on the internet and the quality of the video.
In this paper, the proposed monitoring technique
depends on measuring the quality of multimedia via
quality and bandwidth controllers. The simulation
results show the efficiency of the proposed solution in
IoMT.

KEYWORDS
Image processing, Internet of Multimedia Things
(IoMT), Compressed Sensing (CS), video
compression, Multimedia, Mean squared error
1 INTRODUCTION
Internet of thing (IoT) can be defined as a network
of devices "things" connected to the internet.
These devices include machines, smart phones
and anything contain a sensor on it as vehicles,
cameras, wearable devices, and more. These
devices “things” exchange data on the internet. It
grew tremendous growth, which changed our
world and the prices of IoT components dropped
rapidly, which allowing to innovate new products
and designs at home. Internet of Thing assumes
that the equipment of the network can operate
automatically [1].

Internet of Multimedia Things (IoMT) likes a
network which connected devices to obtain
multimedia contents of our world and the
information would be presented in a multimedia
way. An important challenge for supporting
multimedia applications in the IoT is the
bandwidth limitation available on the internet. In
addition to bandwidth limitation over IoMT, the
minimum quality of multimedia over the internet,
the especially video is another challenge in IoMT.
This paper introduces a solution to these
challenges. The proposed methods in this paper
depend on CS technique. The proposed technique
CS depends on two methods, quality of
multimedia and available bandwidth on the
internet. First, CS technique based on monitoring
the quality of multimedia transmitted over IoMT.
Such as we need to highest quality under the
condition of the available bandwidth of the
network needed to send the video. Secondly, CS
based on the available bandwidth that the
compressed video sends to the network is
presented. Finally, CS depends on the quality and
the available bandwidth together that according to
the bandwidth get also high quality.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the related work for other papers. In
section III, the IoMT is introduced and in section
IV the proposed technique is proposed. Finally,
the simulation results are presented in Section V.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, some of the previous work in the
field of compressed sensing of multimedia are
discussed. Several methods for CS video have
been proposed. For example, Paper [2] presents
CS enabled video streaming for Wireless
Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN). The
target of that paper is to get the highest quality of
the video in the WMSN by changing the
transmission rate that if the quality high increase
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transmission rate. In paper [3], the aim of works
to increase the video quality in WMSN so the rate
controller for predicting the rate of CS video and
adjust the sampling rate of compressed video,
then we modified the previous using different
algorithm to get the highest quality by changing
the compression ratio. In paper [4], the
compressed video using surveillance cameras is
sent to the network. Measurements are made by
the camera to reconstruct video with low-rank
components. In paper [5], the target is to
reconstruct very high-speed video by Flutter
Shutter Video Camera depend on decreasing the
variation of video’s slices and depend on
approximation data. In paper [6], the CS video
based on Single-pixel camera with low encoder
complexity of the video and Dictionary learning
to reconstruct neighboring frames like a block of
frames. In paper [7] the CS video framework to
present simultaneously capture and the videos
compressed with low complexity at the encoder
and with high efficiently videos reconstruction at
the decoder. Paper [8], comparing random
matrices at the encoder depended on the
performance of the video transmission and how
the natural images can be used to improve the
performance by transmitting a small information.
In paper [9] the motion of targets estimated within
the sense determines the measurements necessary
to guarantee the estimation of high-speed motion
well-conditioned from lower frame rate
measurements. Paper [10] present another method
to decrease the complexity of the video encoder.
In our proposal, the proposed compressed sensing
depends on monitoring the bandwidth available
and the quality of the video using CS video
technique, we modified the previous using
different algorithm for monitoring the bandwidth
by changing the compression ratio.
3 INTERNET OF MULTIMEDIA THINGS
The IoT objects could be multi-sensorial, mobile
and smart, such as sensors, smart vehicles, smart
phone and any device have a sensor or internet
access. With the current development of the
Internet, we need to increase multimedia content
over the IoT. Such multimedia refers to more
different media contents such as text, image,
audio, and video. Due to that, IoMT likes a
network which connected devices to obtain
multimedia contents of our world and the

information would be presented in a multimedia
way [9]. So we can define the IoMT as an
extension to the IoT. The prime objectives of
IoMT are to enable video streaming to IoT [11,
12].
The stature of IoMT can be shown as in figure.1
which presents an example of IoMT. IoMT
contents of three main parts, first monitor sensor
like a camera which sending any sensing object to
the internet. Secondly, a transmission system
which connected to the network. Thirdly, client
terminal like mobile which be connected to the
network. The operation will be transmitted and
received between monitor sensor and the client.
4 PROPOSED TECHNIQUES
The available bandwidth limitation on the internet
is an essential test for supporting interactive
multimedia applications on the Internet of Things
(IoT). This problem can adversely affect the
efficiency of the IoMT. So, we can increase the
compression ratio of multimedia to overcome this
problem, but this solution can effect on the quality
of media. Therefore, we must maintain the
minimum quality of multimedia over the internet,
"especially video". These main challenges on
Internet of Multimedia Things (IoMT). In this
paper, we will introduce a solution to these
problems.
The proposed method for implementing IoMT
depends on the compressed sensing "CS"
technique. The compressed sensing "CS" video
technique depends on monitoring the available
bandwidth on the internet and the quality of the
transmitted video. The main idea of proposed
method depends on changing the compression
ratio based on the available bandwidth of IoT.
A general block diagram of the proposed
technique is presented in figure.2. First, video is
initially compressed with an acceptable quality
"PSNR value more than 30 dB". Then, check the
available bandwidth on the internet access. If high
bandwidth is available, we can increase the
quality of compressed video by decreasing the
compression ratio. And, vice versa. If low
bandwidth is available, we can decrease the
quality of compressed video by increasing the
compression ratio. So, the proposed method
depends on monitoring the available bandwidth
and compression ratio.
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Fig. 1. Example of Internet of IoMT.

In this paper, we introduce Rate Controller (RC)
sub-system as a rate control mechanism to use
with the compressed sensing video. This RC can
change the compression ratio of transmitting
video based on monitoring transmitted video
streaming. In this paper, the monitoring technique
has been applied to measure the quality of
multimedia that depending on Quality Controller
(QC) and available Bandwidth Controller (BC).
Furthermore. The QC and BC will be utilized to
monitor the quality of the video and the
bandwidth on the internet before sending the
compressed data to the network. Regarding to the
controllers, firstly we will introduce the CS
technique depends on QC. Then based in BC. The
final stage will be based on QC and BC together
as will show the following subsection.
4.1 CS technique based on QC

each frame in the compressed video, if the quality
of video (PSNR) is not good then the controller
will automatically change the CR until it satisfied.
Then, we repeat this operation each specific time
(second or milliseconds) during video
transmission over the internet.
DCT(i, j) =

Z−1 Z−1

(2x + 1)iπ
(2y + 1)iπ
C(i)C(j) ∑ ∑ a(x, y) cos [
] cos [
]
2Z
2Z
√2Z
x=0 y=0
1

C(x) =

1
√2

if x = 0,

else 1 if x > 0

(1)

(2)

Where a (x, y) is the element of the frame
represented by the matrix a and Z is the DCT
block size. The decompressed frame is produced
by applying the inverse discrete cosine transform
(IDCT).
Z−1 Z−1

(2x + 1)iπ
(2y + 1)iπ
IDCT(x, y) = C(i)C(j) ∑ ∑ DCT(i, j) cos [
] cos [
]
2Z
2Z

(3)

i=0 j=0

In this method, the rate controller of compressed
sensing depends only the quality of transmitting
video. So this method will be for network which
has high bandwidth available. As shown in
flowchart of this technique in figure.3, we used
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) as a standard
method to check the quality of video as in
equation 1. For the original video, the operation
of compression is used by Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) technique, by isolating images
into parts of various frequencies called
quantization, during the compression, the
unimportant frequencies are neglected and the
important frequencies remain to retrieve the
image at the decompression. Splitting the original
video into frames and calculate PSNR and CR for

CR = [1 −

no of bits required to store compressed image
] ∗ 100
no of bits required to store original image

(4)

PSNR is defined using MSE (Mean Squared
Error) as follows:
PSNR = 10 x log10
r

MSE =

2552
MSE′

(5)

c

1
′ 2
∑ ∑(Hi.j ⨁Hi.j
)
rxc

(6)

i=1 j=1

4.2 CS technique based on available bandwidth
In the previous technique, the bandwidth in the
network should be available with high rate to send
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Fig. 2.Block diagram of the CS video technique.

the video with high quality. But if the available
bandwidth is limited, the previous method can't be
applied. So in this technique the rate controller
checks the status of the available bandwidth of
internet (Bandwidth Controller (BC)). If high
bandwidth available, the compression ratio
decrease to increase the quality of transmitting
video. And if bandwidth limited, the rate
controller will automatically increase the
compression ratio of transmitting video until
certain value. After that, if bandwidth still limited,
we can transmit snapshot of images until
bandwidth resume. Figure.4 shows the flow chart
of this method which appropriate for limited
bandwidth networks.

need a method for compression video appropriate
in all times and in all conditions.

Fig. 4. Flow Chart of the CS video technique based on
available bandwidth

Fig. 3. Flow Chart of the CS video technique based on QC

4.3 CS technique based on Hybrid QC and
available bandwidth
The first method appropriate for network with
high available bandwidth. The second method for
poor bandwidth network. But nowadays the
available bandwidth change from time to time and
from place to place depending on the loading,
traffic, quality of networks. And so on. So we

In this section we introduce a hybrid method
depend on the previous two methods as shown in
flow chart figure.5. In this method, First, read the
original video then compresses it with an initial
rate with initial quality (initial PSNR). Then
check the available bandwidth of the internet to
transmit the video. Then for each N frames
(second or milliseconds) if the available
bandwidth is high, then decrease the CR to
increase the quality of transmitting video. And
else if the available bandwidth is low, increase
the CR to be able real time video with lower
quality.
Figure.5, this scheme is a hybrid method that
combines monitoring the available bandwidth of
the internet with the quality of transmitted
multimedia over the internet. In order to increase
the quality of transmitting video based on the
condition of the internet.
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method to increase the quality of transmitting
video in the network with high bandwidth
available.

Fig. 6. (a) Original Video

Fig. 5. Flow Chart of Hybrid QC and available bandwidth

5 Simulation Results
The proposed technique is tested using multiple
testing video. Figures 6 (a) and 7 (a) presents two
examples of these videos “rhinos.avi” and
“vipmen.avi” which used in our simulations. The
toll program is used: MATLAB and PYTHON.
5.1 CS technique based on QC
Figures 6, 7 show (a) “rhinos.avi” and
“vipmen.avi” original videos, (b) compressed
video without QC and (c) compressed video with
QC. Figures 8 (b) & 9 (b) show the compressed
video with fixed compression ratio. And figures 6
(c) & 7 (c) shown the advantages of our proposed
method in compressing video and transmit it over
the internet. These simulations are done with high
bandwidth internet network. So PSNR controller
of the video is not less than (32 dB). CR change if
PSNR less than 32 dB. As shown in figure 8
“rhinos.avi”, PSNR without QC change from 25
dB to 32 dB. And with the proposed QC, PSNR
change from 32 dB to 35.4 dB. Also figure 9
“vipmen.avi” PSNR without QC change from
24.6 dB to 29.8 dB, but the proposed QC method
PSNR changes from 32 dB to 36.7 dB. These
simulations shown the successive proposed

Fig. 6. (b) Compressed Video without QC

Fig. 6. (c) Compressed Video with proposed QC
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Fig. 7. (a) Original Video

Fig. 8 (a) PSNR with the number of “rhinos.avi” video
frames without QC.

Fig. 7. (b) Compressed Video without QC

Fig. 8 (b) PSNR with the number of “rhinos.avi” video
frames with QC.

Fig. 7. (c) Compressed Video with proposed QC

Fig. 8 (c) CR with number of “rhinos.avi” video frames
with QC.
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5.2 CS technique based on available bandwidth

Fig. 9 (a) PSNR with the number of “vipmen.avi” video frames
without QC

The internet network speed available in this test is
1Mbps. Then we check the upload rates each N
frames of the total video frames. At any time if the
availability rate is larger than (0.25 Mbps) then we
decrease the CR "Compression Ratio" to increase
the quality of transmitted video. And if the rate then
smaller than (0.2 Mbps) then increase the CR.
Figure 10 shows the bandwidth with the number of
checking frames. That the number of checking
frames in “rhinos.avi” is equal to the total number
of frames (114 frames) divided by N, in this
example we take (N=10), then the number of
checking frames is (11) in the Figure the upload
rates change from 0.16 Mbps to 0.36 Mbps, the
number of checking frames in “vipmen.avi” is equal
to the total number of frames (283 frames) divided
by N, in this example we take (N=10), then the
number of checking frames is (28) in the Figure the
upload rates change from 0.075 Mbps to 0.34 Mbps.
Figure 11 shows CR with the number of checking
frames in “rhinos.avi” the CR change from 84 to 98
and in “vipmen.avi” the CR change from 64 to 100.
5.3 CS technique based on Hybrid QC and
available bandwidth

Fig. 9 (b) PSNR with the number of “vipmen.avi” video frames
with QC.

Fig. 9 (c) CR with number of “vipmen.avi” video frames with
QC.

As discussed in the proposed scheme, this scheme
is a hybrid method that combines monitoring the
available bandwidth of the internet with the
quality of transmitted multimedia over the
internet. To simulate that, first we choose initial
CR=32dB. Then check the upload rates “available
bandwidth" each N frames of the total video
frames. Then, if the rate is larger than (0.25 Mbps)
then decrease the CR and else if the rates are
smaller than (0.2 Mbps) then increase the CR,
which the network speed available in our test is
1Mbps. Figure 12 shows PSNR with the number
of video frames, in “rhinos.avi” video the number
of frames is 114 frames and PSNR change from
32 dB to 35.4 dB and in “vipmen.avi” video the
number of frames is 283 frames and PSNR
change from 32 dB to 36.3 dB. Figure 13 shows
CR with a number of video frames, in
“rhinos.avi” video the number of frames is 114
frames and CR change from 5 to 98 and in
“vipmen.avi” video the number of frames is 283
frames and CR change from 5 to 25.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 10. Bandwidth used with the number of checking frames
(a) ”rhinos.avi” (b) “vipmen.avi”.

Fig. 12. PSNR with number of video frames (a) ”rhinos.avi”
(b) “vipmen.avi”.

(a)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. CR with the number of checking frames
(a) ”rhinos.avi”
(b) “vipmen.avi”.

(b)

Fig. 13. CR with the number of video frames
(a) ”rhinos.avi”
(b) “vipmen.avi ”.
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Figure 14 shows the bandwidth with the number
of checking frames. That the number of checking
frames in “rhinos.avi” is equal to the total number
of frames (114 frames) divided by N, in this
example we take (N=10), then the number of
checking frames is (11) in the Figure, the upload
rates change from 0.12 Mbps to 0.37 Mbps, the
number of checking frames in “vipmen.avi” is
equal to the total number of frames (283 frames)
divided by N, in this example we take (N=10),
then the number of checking frames is (28) in the
Figure, the upload rates change from 0.12 Mbps
to 0.32 Mbps.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 15. CR with the number of checking frames
(a) ”rhinos.avi”
(b) “vipmen.avi”.

6 CONCLUSION

(b)
Fig. 14 Bandwidth with the number of checking frames
(a) ”rhinos.avi”
(b) “vipmen.avi”.

Figure 15 shows CR with number of checking
frames in “rhinos.avi” the CR change from 92 to
102 and in “vipmen.avi” the CR change from 76
to 98. These results are shown that, this hybrid
method suitable to upload multimedia over the
internet.

In this paper, we have proposed a solution to
bandwidth limitation and minimum quality
challenges of multimedia over IoMT, especially
video. The proposed solutions which depend on
the CS technique are presented. First, CS
technique based on QC of multimedia is
presented. Then CS based on available bandwidth
is introduced. Finally, the solution based on
hybrid QC and available bandwidth is proposed.
The main aim of the proposed technique is to
achieve high multimedia compression ratio
without much compromise the video quality
according to available bandwidth over IoMT.
We have compared the performance of the
proposed schemes in different cases. Moreover,
we have presented results showing that the
proposed hybrid method which depends on QC
and available bandwidth produces better video
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quality than the individual. These results are
shown that, this hybrid method appropriate to
upload multimedia over IOMT.
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